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Introduction

In Canada, ultimate land tenure or o\.{nership belongs to the

Crown even though various forms of land titLes have been.granted

to private individuals or groups. Of the various forms of titles,

freehold title is the closest to absolute ownership of land. At

the other end of the scale, Crown lands are those rnùich have not

been disposed of in any way to private individuals or groups.

Crorvn lands can be and are being leased for various lengths of

time to private individuals or groups so that they may make use

of that land. Crown lands may also be sold to private concerns

according to various terms, again so that they may make use of

the land. Hypothetically, it ís most advantageous for the country

to dispose of Crov¡n lands in such a way as to benefit both present

and future generations of citizens.

The disposition and use of Crown lands is almost exclusively

a provincial responsibility with the exception of Indian Reserves,

National Parks, the Yukon and Northwest Territories and such

policies as restricted sale of land to foreigners trhere the

Federal Government is directly responsible. In part, this situ-

ation has been a factor in what is popularly knorr'n as the frhave

-1'

and the have notrr provinces. In other words, the wealth derived

from the use of Crown lands has for the most part accrued to the

province in which the lands are located. In isolationt this may

not appear to be a very just situation for a country which is

supposedly governed as a united and federal unit. However, as
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long as people are free to move from area to area or province to

province in this country, they should be able to locate ín a

rrhaverr province and reap the rrbenefitstt if they so desire.

Furthermore, those in |thaverr provinces usualÌy make more moneyr

are taxed more and thus contribute more to the social assistance

programs and regional disparity programs of the day. From the

point of view of rsealth, then, it does not appear that it mat-

ters whích level of government initially controls land use.

There is one important aspect of land user be it Crown or

otherwise, that should be handled at the Federar Ievel. This

involves the use of land by one province r.+hich affects the ac-

tivities and/or land use of another jurisdiction. A prime ex-

ample of this is the effects that the Bennet Dam in British Columbia

has had on the Athabasca Delta in Northern Alberta. Alberta

officiats claim that many native people living near this delta

have lost their trapping and fishing tivelíhood because of the

water leve1 changes caused by the Bennet Dam. The intricacies

of this situation are not the concern of this thesis, howevert

they do partially indicate.a role for Federal intervention into

Provincial land use ,activities.

The purpose.of this thesis will be to investigate the ques-

tions and problems involved in the disposition of crorvn and

Cror.,n leased lands. The focus of this thesis rvill be on areas

or regions of our country rvhich are developing, but at presentt
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remain relatively undeveloped. It is in such regions, where

much of the land is stilt crown or crown leased, that the ques-

tions and problems of decision-making regarding land disposition

will possibly be most relevant.

the author's interest in this aspect of planning stems from

two summersr work v¡ith the Provincial Planning Branch, Alberta

Department of Municipal Affairs. Ás a summer studentr the

author was involved in a resource analysis and planning study,

leading to a regional land use planr for a region in west central

Alberta. This practical experience coupled with the authorts

academic experience with the city Planning Department here at

the university of Manitoba, has led him to believe that devel-

oping a model to aid in decision-making could prove to be a

useful exercise for application to the region in Alberta as

well as to other regions at similar stages of development.

This model, which constitutes the major objective of this thesist

will be devised in a manner similar to wtrat might be attempted

by a provincial government. The model hopefutly will provide

a better underst-anding of iire comptexity of the decision-making

process involved in making land use and land disposition decisions.

consider a relatively undeveloped region consisting mainly

of Crown and Crown leased land. Also consider a continuously

increasing demand pressure for the disposition of these lands

and their consequent development and use in the private sector.
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one might readily consid.er it the duty and responsibility of

the government to make rrgoodrr decisions in disposing of ttiis

land. Assuming this to be a valid point, the provincial gov-

ernment must establish a goal or goals for its responsible

agencies to work towards or to use as a guide in land disposition

decisions. Two such goals are suggested below:

(f) to ensure that the Crown and Crorr¡n leased lands of the

province and consequently any of its regions be disposed

of in such a way as to result in a planned and integrated

pattern of land use for the benefit of present and future

citizens.

(Z) that any decisions made regarding regionaf land disposition '

must be based upon solid environmental and economic criteria.

The vagueness of these goals is typical of the type of gen-

eralities expressed by government policy. The goals stated

above are in fact very similar to those expressed by the Alberta

Department of Lands and Forests. The main purpose of this thesis

will therefore be to suggest an interpretation of these goals

and indicate one way at least that this interpretation can be

real ized.

Part I of this thesis will describe the basic theoretical

frameryork necessary to uncle¡:stand ho'rs a model of this sort might

be developed. This part will also discuss the sort of theoretical

base necessary in establishing the trvo criteria suggested in

the second goal - namely the environrnental and economic criteria.
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Consequently, Part I of this thesis will consist of discussion,

on a theoretical level, about such factors as systems, conttol,

the planning process, models and criteria.

Part II of this thesis will subsequently be charged with

the application of this theory in developing a hypothetical

decision-making mode1. A discussion of the elements of this

model will give some indication of how it might be used in a

real situation. Stilf, the merit and the actual operation of

the model r,¡ill rea}ly only become explicit v¡hen it is tested

in a real-life regional situation. The Hinton-Yellowhead

Regionl of west central Al-berta will constitute the real-life

situation for testing the model.

Provincial Planning
Use Study. Alberta

Branch (tgZt)
Department of

, Flinton-YeIlowheacl Land
Municipal Affairs.
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CHAPTER I

PHYSICAL AND LAND USE PLANN]NG
aS

Since this thesís will be involved with several complex systems,

a system should be defined. As well, because this ís a planning

thesis, the connectÍon between systems and planning must be estab-

lished at Ehe outset.

GeneraIly speaking, a system may be understood as 'ra complex

whole, a set of connected things or parts, an organized body of

materÍal or immaterial things and as a group of objects related

or interacting so as to form a u.,ity."2 RecentIy, bodies of know-

ledge have grown up known as trGeneral SysËems TheoryttJ which deals

wÍth the notion of systems in general just as trOperations Research"4

applies systems thinking v.ia systems analysis to real-1ife situ-

ations.: The study and the control of complex systems became known

as t'cybernet ics" . 
5

2 Oxford Dictionary 
!:

3 \ron Bertlanf f y, Luclwig (1951), An outlíne of general system
theory British Journal of the Philosophy of Science, T'
pp. 134 - 6s.

l!- Churchman et a1. (1957), fntroduction to Operations Research,
New York

5- wiur,"r, Norbert, ( 1948) , Cybernetics. New Yorlc.
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íonships of man (and other creaEures) rvith the en-

be identifíed in systems terms - as an ecological

system (eco-system).

Ehe definition of any part-icular system is arbit-
rary the universe seems to be made up of sets of
sys tems , each contained rvi thin one somer'7hat bigger ,
like a set of hollow building blocks. Just as it is
always possible to expand the system to a scope of
wider perspective, it is also possible to cut down'

the system to a smaller version... the point to seize
on here is that if we wish to consíder rhe interactions
affecting one simple entity, then we shal1 have to
define that entity as part of a system. The system
we choose Lo define is a system because ít contains
interrelated parts, and is in some sense a complete
whole in itself. But the entity we are considering
will certainly be part of a nurnber of such systems,
each of which is a sub-system of a ser:íes of larger
systems. So the problem of statíng the system we

wish to study ís by no means easY.o

The relatively abstract notion of systems which

has been refined in view of large urban settlements.

cade and a half ago, transportation studies done for the Detroit

and Chícago urban regions seem to have interpreted the urban re-

gion as a kind of system, a view which v¡as confirmed by Mitchell
7

and Ropkin.' These men and their colleagues vierved the urban

Beer, Stafford,
London.

( tgSg) Cybgr¡retics and }lanagement, Chapter IÏ.

Mitchell, R.B. and C. RoPkJ.n,
of land use. New York.

appears above

Over a de-

( 1e s4) Urban traffic: a function
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region as a system whose component parts rvere small zones of land

uses or activity, and whose connections \./ere all forms of commu-

nication, expecially road traffic. At this time it was argued

that if a future land use pattern could be defi-ned, then Èhe re-

sultant traffic pattern could also be defíned and a suitable trans-

portation system could be desígned to fit Ít.

Fundamerrtal objections vrere raised to this víerv about a decade
B

ago. In essence Èhe objections amounted to this:

because lanC uses and traffic florvs are ínter-
dependerrt, each affecting the other, we cannoE push
forward land use in one giant stride, of say twenty
years and derive a traffic florv pattern or vice
versa; for the simple reason thac traffic flows
alter in response to changíng land use patterns
while at the same time (though at different rates
of response), land uses tend to relocate themselves
in relation to the movement opportunities that are
available: the city evolves through time ín ways
which depend upon the sequences Ín which changesoin
land use and movement facilities are introduced.'

I"IithÍn a decade, then, the view of an urban region moved f rom

a machine-lilce system - a system that works - t,o a vieiv of the

urban region as a system that evolves. In analyzing an urban

region as a complex system that evolves, thcre are many profound

B l^Jingo, L. and H. S. Perlof f , (1961), The washington transport-
ation plan: technics or- politics? Papers.and proceedings of
the Regi.onal Science Association 7.

9 Buus1ey, M.E. and J.F-Kain, (1964), Urban forms, car o\.rner-
ship and public policy: an appr-aisal of rTraffic in Toivnsl
Urban Scucìies - I. pp. 174 - 203.
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consequences for many aspecLs of planning thought and practi.".l0

I^trhen seelcing to control any dynamic system there must be

an attempt to foresee how that sysËem might evolve - hor.r it would

develop if left severely alone, and also what the outcomes of many

different kinds of stimuli and intervention might be. Anyone rvho

seeks to control anythíng must ultimately ask the question, twhat

would happen if ... ?r

tn

be

If an urban region is víewed as a

response to many influences, it fo1

cast in similar form; they must be:

dynamic system which evolves

lows that plans for it must

plans for the nature, tate, quantity, and qualÍty
of urban change - for a process of development.
They will be expressed in dynamíc rather than
static terms They rvi I1 start wÍtl-r present con-
ditions and point the dírectíon of .hurlg".11

The implementation of such a plan wí11 necessitate one spec-

Ífic type of control. Control may be considered to be on one or

Ëv¡o levels, the lorver leveI being of the monitoring nature. In

other words, if alplanl of action has been determined, and in

carrying out that plan, one of the variables changes, it would be

10 Mcloughlin, J.B. (1969), urban and Regional Planning,:a
Systems Approach. London.

MitchelI, R.B. (196I), The new frontier int me t ropo I j. tant
planning Journal of the American þqt1!q!u

11

pp. 169 - 7s.
of Plannersr2T.
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this lor+er 1eve1 control which must correct tlte situation such

that the trajectory of the tplanr remaírred on target. The higher

level control may be vier.'ed as being apart from the process de-

scríbecÌ above. For example, thÍs form of control is used in many

scientific experiments. Scientists may be interested in the pos-

síble effects of a certain type of vitamin on a Sroup of rats.

They would feed thís vitamin to one group of rats and maíntain

a second group of rats under iclentÍcal conditions with the excep-

tion that this second group rvould not receive any of the vitamin.

The second gror-rp rvould be knor^¡n as the control group and would be

compared with the first group as the experlmenL progressed. Con-

sequently, it is the lower level control rvhich rvi1l be necessary

ín the Ímplementâtion of a p1an. It ís not suggested that Lhís

lower leve1 control should be control in the nat-rord restrictive

sense but in the fullest sense which includes rpositÍvet stimulus

and intervention. The lower level control will be the form of

control referred to from this point on except where the higher level

form Ís specified. This form of control has been defined asrrÈ.hat..

which provides directíon in conformance to the p1an, or in other

words, the maintenarrce of variations from system objectives rvithin
I2

limits.rr

Johnson, R.4., F.E. Kast and J.E.
theory and managemt.nt of systenis.

Rosenzrveig,
New York.

t2 (i963), The
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This definition of control. can be applÍed to the implernentation

of any plans i.ncluding those involvccl with urban and regional sys-

tems v¡hich are of utmost interest her:e. If a city or regional

system is to be controlled in the higher level sense, the desired

states ar-e expresseC in the plan and the actual state of the system

at any given time may be measured by surveys. The actual conditions

can then be cornpared to those intendecl by the p1.an. The nature

of a cíty or region is influenced by the addÍtion, removal or

alteration of component parts or connections ie. land uses ancl

communicatíons. It folloi,,¡s then that the evoiutíon of the city

or region can be Ínfluerrced by regulating the flol,of additions,

removals ancl alterations to l.and uses and communications.13

This suggestion may result ín the control of a good deal of the

evolution of a city or region, hotr'ever, it fails to consider the

evolutionary effects that are likely to be the result of actions

or activities external to the isolated city or region referred

to here. Ilowever, horv does one lcnolv rshether a proposal will

be in accord rvith plan or not?

Tlie planning authorities must consider whether the
development proposecl rvould advance or hinder (or
have no effect o¡) the policies and objectives set
out Ín the plan.14

Experience may ans\./er simple questÍons but to control more

IícLoughlir-i, J.8., (1965), Notes on tlìe naLure of plrysical
cirarrge Jóurna I ol- the Town Pl anrring, Inst i tute 5I , pP. 397 -
4 00.

P Iannir-rg Adr¡i sory Groul: ,
p lans . l-orrclon.

l3

L4 (1965), Thc future of clcveloÌr-nrclrt
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complex systems likc a city or region, analogies or models become

necessary. Models may augment or amplify the plannerfs experience.

They can also act as early $rarning devices, índicating needs for

corrective action that may lie ahead and .enabling the planner Eo

experiment with different forms of public ÍnE.ervent.ion or policies

vrhich could keepthe system under control or put it baclc on course

aga ir, . 15

this continuous planning process of the future
wí11 incorporale a feedback of information on com-
munity change and on the results of planned and
programmecl action. In this vray, as progress is
measured, the planning process can adjust to guide

' devel.opment, much as the course of a missÍle is
guided by a feedback of Ínformation on its devi-
atíon frãm a projected.o.rt.".l6

From the discussion in thÍs chapter, systems, planning and

control all are interrelated. The last quote above makes mention

of a rplanning processf. Chapter 2 attempts to better explain

the interrelaLions of the three basíc aspects'of this chapter

(systems, control and planning process) and also to put the lplan-

ning processr mentioned here into a better perspective

I5 McloughlÍn, J.8., (i965), op. cit.
16 nitchel1, R.8., (1961) op. cit. p. l7i.
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CHAPTER. 2

PHYSTCAL PLANN]NG AS A PROCESS

Man in his ecological setting often attempts to modify his

circumstances in order to make improvements in his relationship

with the environment. This physical relationship between man and

environment may be viewed as a system. I^Ihen dealing with such a

complex and prob'abilistic system, one must be constantly aware that

changes in activities and the spaces which accomodate them will

result ín repercussions which moclify the system. These changes

in the system motivate others to change their curcumstances, and

so on.

If it is assumed that deliberate control of the man-environ-

ment relationship must be firmly based on a system view, then

physical planning must be viewed as a process and more specifically

as a cyclical process. The planning process must then have a sim-

ilar shape to the human eco-system which it seeks to control.17

The evolution of the human eco-system has been the result

of modifying actions taken by individuals or groups. These actions
1Bare merely the critical points in cycles r,¡hich Chapin has called

I7

1B

McLough I in

Chapin, F.
p. 33.

, J.B., (1969), op. çir.

S. , ( 1965), Urban land use planning. Urbana, Illinois
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ebehaviour patternsl, a term which expresses his interest ín soc-

ío1ogy. The cycle he describes, however, is more slanted toÌ.rards

his main interest in physical planning than is suggested by the

choice of words for hís term. In essence, the cycle is as follows:

1. The environment is scanned and on the basis of
values held by the Índividual or group, certain
needs or wants become apparent, some of which
might be satisfied through the physical rela-
tíonship with the environment.

2. Goals arg formulated in broad terms and perhaps
at the same time certain more precise object-
ives (which must be reached in order to move
toward goals) are identified.

Possible courses of action to reach the objec-
tives and move toward the goals are examined.

Evaluation of these possible courses occurs by
reference to the means available, the costs
likely to be incurred in overcoming constraints
on action, the benefits likely to be derived
and the consequences of action, so far as can
be seen.

5. Action Ís taken on the basis of these consider-
atÍons. The action modifies the relationship
between the índividual group and the environ-
ment; it will also alter the environment itself
and, in tÍme, the values held about it. The
environment continues to be scanned_ and new
goals and objectives may be for*ed.19

Thus the cycle is completed and begins afresh.

4.

L9 Mcloughlin, J.8., (1969), op.cit. p. 95.
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Physical planning as suggested, does have a similar form

since it is the means for controlling the complex systemic changes

which give rise to, and arise from, these behaviour patterns.

To regulate and guide the results of actions taken by sections of

the community, the community must adopt a form of control which

has a rrshaperrwhich is similar to the behaviour patterns of its

members. In terms of planning, the five steps of the cycle out-

líned above might be interpreted thus:

Stage l, instead of scanning the environment, its counterpart might

be the decision to adopt planning. In our contemporary l^Iestern

society dominated by tlaÍssez-faíret princÍples, much of the deci-

sion-makíng takes place in the tprÍvate-sectorf. 'rP1anning...

has come into being in part to fill gaps left by other kinds of

decision-making."20 Regardless, the first stage of the planning

process is the decision to plan. This is not a finite decision

but one which needs continuing thought and effort as well as per-

iodic review by all sections of the communíty.

Stage 2, remains as the formulation of goals and is a logical pro-

gression from the first stage of adopting planning since that in

Dyckman, J., (
of the American

20 196r)
In st

, Planning and decision theory
Pp. 33s

Journa I
itute of Planners. 27. - 4s.
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ítself needs justification by a set of aims. Usually, progress

towards a goal will require the attainment of certain objectives

which are more precise and clear. Since much of the planning process

depends upon the formulatio.n of goals, they are of utmost Ímport-

ance. Planning goals must be clearly defined and consistent with

other public goals while avoiding the pitfall of being the goals

of the planners rather than of their customers.

Stage 3, of the planning process might be viewed as the derivation

of possible courses of action. One of the basic constraints here

has to be of an economic or financíal nature. Legal requirements

as weIl as personal or group preferences or desires also tend to

confíne courses of action. Possible courses of action outside

the decision-makersf experience are of course discounted and con-

sequently reduce the number of possibilities.

I,Iith the highly complex systems in whích public planning be-

comes involved, it must be recognized that a plan will both impinge

upon and make use of vast numbers of decisions made over a period

of time. The lgenerationt of possible courses of action requíres

the development of a model of the system which will show changes

of state through time under the influence of a range of tpolicy

variablesr.

Stage 4, is consequently the comparing and evaluating of the range

of alternatives which have been devised. This stage may be consid-
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ered a process unto itself since the refinenent of the evaluatíon

might proceed from the \rery general plan to a very specífic or

detailecl plan. The time dimensíon also plays a large role in thís

evaluation sLage and the planner must realize that he is not eval-

uating one decision at a point Ín time, but rather a trajectory

of change through time. This ínvolves a dir-ect re l.ationship with

changing needs and prefer:ences.

The cyclical nature of the planning process is best exemplified

ín this stage- since evaluation will ultimately be based upon the

establÍshed goals and if the goals::equire changing so the whole

process will require changÍng.

Stag,e 5, as in the I'behavioural patterntr, is the taking o1: action.

The plannerls action must be in the nature of a control - to control

the outcomes of a large nurnber of actions which result in a contin-

uous flow of change through time. Ït stands to r-eason then that

the coirtrol nlechanism must be continuous. flistorical. ly, as ti.nre has

passed, the environment has changed as have many of the tastes, pref-

erences and desires of a given society" fn order then to contplete

the cyclical

the plan must

cunlstance s.

planning process, the control mechanisrns need o'r'erhaul:

be reviewed and ¡nodified to suit these changing cir-

lrfcl,ough:-i.r-ZT su¡nmarj-zes the planning process as a series of

2'J- l.fcl.oughlitr, J.8., (rgeg), op"cit" pp. Loz - 3.
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steps or phases in a cycle:

(1) (strictly outside the main cycle of the control
mechanism. ) The decision to adoj!_¿lenglng and as to
what methoar @t. rrtis-hãs a cycle
of its own with a relatÍvely long timespan in which
the administrative methods and techniques are reviewed
and the education and professional organisation of
planners are considered afresh.

(2) Goal formulation and the identification of object-
ives for physical planning by appropriate agencies of
all kinds, including the clarifÍcalion of the ways in
which physical planning will relate to other forms of
conìmunal action.

(3) Possible courses of action are studied with the
aid of models of the environment. These studies show
how the system might behave as it changes through time
under the influence of a variety of influences arising
from prívate actions and public actívities and inter-
ventions.

(4) Evaluation of these courses of action
select an operational course by reference
social values and the estimation of costs

Ín order to
to assumed
and benefits.

(5) Actioq to implement Lhe plan including both direct
works and the continuous control of public and private
proposals for change. The essence of such control is
to study the Ímpact on the system of proposed changes
in order to see whether or not they would deflect the
system from the course charted for it in the plan.
Again, the models of the environment used in Stage 3

are employed. As the process goes on it becomes
clear that we must...

(6) Review the plan and its control mechanisms from
tÍme to time, in minor vrays at shorter íntervals and
in major ways at larger intervals. This is necessary
because we are dealing with a probabilistic system,
one in which changes cannot be foreseen with certainËy.
Reviews must take account of both specific proposals
which are different from those expected, of changes
in the political, social and economic context in which
the plan operates and which generate new needs, desires
and aspirations in the community and its members.
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Thus the cycle returns to Stage 2, and period-
ica1ly to Stage I also.

Physical planning seeks Lo modify the man-environment rela-

tíonship by means of monitoring or control. Since thÍs relation-

ship can be defined in systems terms and since systems are cyc-

lical in naËure, it has been suggested that physical planning too

must be cyclical. It has been further suggested that this víew

of physical planning can best be described as an on-going planníng

process. The steps involved in such a planning process have been

derived in this chapter. Step 3 of this process is the point at

which models can be most beneficial. Since the major objective

of this thesis is to develop a decision-making model, the main

emphasis of the rest of this paper will be focussed on Step 3 of

the planning process.



MODELS AND CRITERÏA

CHAPTER 3
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CHAPTER 3

MODELS AND CRTTERIA

One common way of describing a system and one which permits

investÍgation of its behaviour unåer varyÍng conditions is the

use of models. There are many different types of models employed

for a wide variety of specÍfic tasks. rrlconíc¡t or physical scale

models of buildings and machines are often used by architects and

engineers Ín order to communicate their proposals to clients or

to Ínvestigate the results of a design or moclification. For example,

the effects of siltingr.river and tidal flows can be tested by the

civil and hydraulic engineer in a model of this kind. trAnaloguetr

models may be constructed to test different kinds of materials and

forces, ie. this type of model is not a direct representatioir of

the system under study but provides a reliable analogy of it. For

example, electric circuits are used as analogues of nerve structures

and hydraulic systems. trllatÌrematicalrr models are often used to de-

scribe complex and probabilistic systems in simplified mathematical

terms. These models are also used to describe very simple rela-

tionshíps. For example, the equatÍon a: b * c is a mathematical

model which describes the relationships between the thlee symbols.

Another rvay of looking at models is suggested below:

descrjptive of a situatíon at a point in time (for
example, in expressing the relationship between shop-
ping center- sales, localised spendilig porver, the con-
tent and attractiveness of shoppi,ng centers and the
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means of transport from residential areas to the
shops);
predictive of future states either in continuous
or discontínuous terms, that is, given relation-
ships of the form mentioned above plus measures
of time tbuilt intot the form of the model it can
be used to make conditional statements about future
values of t.he variables whose relationships it at-
tempts to explain and
prescriptive (or planning), that is the model cast
in such form as to generate a number of alternative
future states of the system and to evaluate these
in relation to a set of built-Ín criteria and thus
to indicate a best solution to a problem. These
models are sometimes referred tgras ldecision-
makingt or tevaluatÍver models.'-

Of particular intereste due to the topic of Ëhis thesis is a

rrprescriptiverr or decision-making type of model which exhibits a

combination of rranaloguett and triconicrr characteristics. Such a

model should allow for the handling of large quantítíes of data

in a relatively short period of time. It should also make it pos-

sible to consider the various relationships between activities

rather than simply considering each acËivíty as a separate entity

unto itself.

Models of this sort may be viewed as a means of representing

reality, but not a duplication of all aspects of the reality being

portrayed. Rather, they abstract factors from the total environ-

22 McLoughl in, J.B. , ( 19 69 ) , op . c i!.
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ment \^ihich are necessary to solve the problems for which they are

designed. They allow analysis of total systems and any number of

factors may be simultaneously interelated. By using these models

it is possib le to look at ttwhat changes'r rather than ¡twhat ístj ie .

they are dynamic. They may be said to consíst of elements or ac-

tivities and the rules which govern the changes in the relation-

ships ,

Rules are authoritatíve dÍrections for conduct and procedure

and may be deríved from economic prínciples, scientjfically estab-

lished laws or may be developed by individuals or groups to mould

decisíons to their point of view" fn the case of technological

forecasting - to anticipate forthcoming technological capabilities,

a technological forecaster needs to select the proper rules or

parameters (measurable attributes like speed, melting point etc.)

for the devÍce or technique he is concerned with. All forecastíng

merely extracts some kind of pattern from historical data, and

projects that pattern into the future, perhaps modifying it for

known changes in condicions. The pattern, however, will only be as

good as the data from which it is extract 
"d.23

Since this thesis has to do wíth decision-making, critería

appear to be the type of rules which are most relevant here. A

Martino, Lt. Co1.
The Futurist Vo1.

J. (June 197I) How

V No. 3, I^/ashington,
to select a parameter
D. C.

23
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dÍctionary definition shoulcl explain this relevance.

criteríon n. (pi. criceria), a standard laiv or ruL. 
"r,by which a correct juclgment can be formed.'-

IÈ should be apparent tliat dependíng upon what criteria are

used, a judgment or a decÍsÍon may become drastically different

even with the sanie data and situation. fl is therefore very im-

portant to identífy the criterion or criteria which are to be used

Ín a particular decision-making process.

of

Criteria are many and varied, however the two which wilI be

Ímportance for this thesis witl be environmental and economic

natLrre.l_n

Envíronmenta 1 cri teria :

This term is used here in a restrictive sense since it will

not delve into the degree of intimacy which has been undertaken

by, for example, the natural sciences. since this thesis is con-

cerned with land use ancl land dispositíon, the. envirolltnental criteria

will be responsible for ensuring that the use of.an area of land

is compatible wÍth the physical qualities of the 1and. rn orher

words, the land must be suitable for the use and více versa.

Economic critcria:

This term as well is used in a resLrictive sense. The economic

criteria rvill be used in an attempt to en.sure that an area of land is

used in such a rr'ay as to satisfy the largest volume of huuran rgalrts and

desires that is possibre. there witl, of course, be nrany r+ants a¡rd

24 l^Iebstert s New School q¡d Of f ice Di.c_Lionary
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crl'.t.eria v¡i 1l be used to ensure that an area of land is used in

such a \^ray as to sat isfy the largest volume of htrman r./anLs and

desires which wifl not be included in this eco¡romic criterion. These

aspects of human satisfaction such as the pleasure derived from the

tranquil feeling of isolation in a virgin rvilderness or- the odor of

fresh unpo1l-uted air are very difficult to quantify. Hopefully there

rvill eventually be a means of including these other as¡:ects of human

satisfaction in a similar model to the one pt-oposed here. However,

for the purpose of this thesis, the economic cr^iterion rsill be res-

ponsible for resolving conflicts betrseen competing land uses r+hich

are equally suited to a given area of Iancl. The yardstick by

which hunran satisfaction will be nleasured r+iIlt for the purpose

of thís thesis, include a double calibration. Firstly it will

consider the amount (preferably in dollar terms) of usable product

which rvi11 be the result of each compeLíng land use. Secondly Ít

r"¡Í11 consider the assumption that - if people are wí1ling to pay

(agaín in dollar terms) for the use of an area of lancl, the amounL

of satisfacLion they rvill derive fcom this use will be equal to

the amount they ar:e willíng to pay for Ít. For the purpose of this

thesis, the time duration for both the amount of usable proCuct

and the.amount people are willing to pay will be orte year'.

The remainder of this chapter will more fully elaborate on

and explain these criteria as they hatre come to be understood here

in North America.

Consideration of our natural enviro¡rment has been deemcd nec-

essary by variotrs.levels of governnìent as \.rel1 as groups of people

tliroughout much of the inclustrial.izcd world. This consicleration
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ranges from concern for specific problems such as the toxic emissions

from our automobiles to a general concern about the fate of our

rrthrow away" society. It would be difficult indeed to directly

relate the above environmental concerns to the specific land use

problems which will be the ultimate concern of this thesis.

The notion of conservation as opposed to the notion of develop-

ment does however express a direct relationship between the environ-

ment, economics and land use. A more thorough understanding of

these two notions wilI be very beneficial in elaborating on the

two criteria used ín this thesis. This understanding will also

be of value ín a more general sense since this thesis deals with

a relatively undeveloped region where there are bound to be con-

servatíon as vrell as development pressures.

Conservation and Development :

There is a very complex and apparently conflicting poraríz-

ation between conservation and development and one must be aware

of their exact meaníngs. A dictionary definition might prove bene-

ficial at this early-stage of the discussion.

Conservation n. Preservation from loss waste or harm
especially the officíal preservation
of natural resources.

Further, to preserve means to protect from injury, peril
or other adversity, and a preserve is an area maintained
for the protection of wildlife or natural resourc"r.25

c\
The American Heritage Diction
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Development n. The process or result of developing.
Further, to develop means to bring, grori\¡ or evolve
to a morg desirable state, or to make available or
usab1e.26

Preservation, implicit in the notion of conservation, can be

accomplíshed in many different ways and on many different levels

of magnitude. It may involve one personls voluntary action in

not \"ralking on a well manicured lav¡n or it may. involve a federal

offence in cutting a single tree or pickíng a síngle flower ín an

area of thousands of acres. ït therefore appears that preservation

and thus conservation involves some form of constraint upon or

molding of human activities, either voluntary or due to some law.

The questíon immediately arises: why must there exist such con-

straints? To answer this question it will be beneficial to review

the beginnings and evolution of this notion of conservation..

The notion of conservation did not have its beginnings in the

United States; however, to review its evolution in that country

mígÉt be best since it has been weII documented and has led to the

very contemporary notion whÍch exists today. Concern about con-

servaËion began in the United States around the middle of the nine-

teenth century with a variety of individual trends of thought with

regard to nature. Conflicts between man and nature became more

26 The American Heritage Diction .
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evident with íncreased contact between man and nature. Virgin land

and water areas rapidly diminished as the westward human tide ebbed

back over the land upon reaching the Pacífic. Recognition of the

need for conservation, preservation, management and planning in

regards to natural resources was at first clue to the concern of

those 1abel1ed trnaturu 1o.rurs".27 f.t was also becoming apparent

to others that indiscriminate use and destruction of natural re-

sources could not go on forever. There appeared to be an end to

the seemíngly endless reserves of natural resources. The question

then arose as to how far government should go in attempting to put

an apparently worthlvhile theory into practice.

It was a highly visible and economically important resource

which initÍated the controversy over what r.ias to be meant by con-

servation and what was to be done about it. Timber was the resource

and the two major viewpoints were held by the Chief Forester of the

United States, Gifford Pinchot and his great contemporary, natur-

alíst John Muir. Borh men and theír fríends rvere idealists who

fought high-mindedly for the public good. Pinchot argued that

conservatíon should be concerned with the well-managed attainment

of utílitarian benefits. Muir was concerned more with the psych-

Revelle, R. et a1,
Boston.

27 (Le67) , Americas ChangÍng Environment.
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ological aspects of manrs well-beÍng including the sentimental,

traditíonaI and aesthetic values which he felt should not be dis-

regarded in the complex business of conservation. f.n thÍs com-

petition between the utilitarian and idealistic aspects of conser-

vation, there has never been and probably never will be a clear

cut anshrer.

One of the most important earLy events involving government

)B
policy and conservation took place in 1903.-- At t.his time,

Theodore Roosevelt, not yet president, hTent on a tour of Californiats

Sierra Nevada Mountains vríth John Muir. When Roosevelt became

president and claímed he wasrtnot building this country of ours

for todaytr, buttrto last through the agestr, iË is felt that this

outlook was much influenced by his meeting with Muir. Roosevelt

maintained that a real knowledge and appreciation of wild things

gives rradded beauty and health to life.rr He was determíned that

conservation was to be one of the major achievements by which his

term in offiie \^ras to be remembered. By t908, due to the access-

ibility provided by Ëhe Santa Fe Railway, many people r¡rere concerned

that the Grand Canyon would soon become too commercialízed. Con-

sequently ít is felt that the establishment of the Grand Canyon

as a national monument in 1908 was one of the most significant

Smith, G.H.,
New York.

2B (1958), Conservation of Natural Resources 2nd ed.
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actions of President Roosevelt.

The turn of the century in the United States v/as a tÍme char-

acteri zeð by the growing up of organizations concerned with con-

tO
servatíon.¿' The American Park and Outdoor Society (established

1897) and American League for CivÍl Improvement (established 1901)

merged in 1904 into the American Cívic Association, which became

a powerful organization. Also in the early 1900rs the garden club

movement r¡ras started and women in all parts of the country mobil-

ized to improve residential sections and to rehabilitate run-down

estates. These clubs were far-sighted enough to become actively

involved ín the conservation movement. While these and other clubs

concerned themselves with the preservation of green areas within

the cities, other organizations were involved in conserving large

outdoor units for nature lovers The Appalacian Mountain Club

(established in 1876) worked in thís direction. Their work involved

volunteers building camps and trails along the mountain ranges.

The Sierra Club (established in LB92) and 1ed by John Muir was

involved in sÍmilar rvork on the Pacific Coast. The more complex

task of The American Scenic and Historic Freservation Society

(founded in IB95) had taken part in the action to protect Niagara Falls

ft was this society which in many cases acted as a predecessor to

KiIgore, B.M. ed.,
N.Y. (1966).

29 WÍldsrness in a Changing I^Ior1d. Binghamton,
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government policy and \.ras generai 1y corrsidered the legitimate ad-

visor Ín all matters pertainirlg to the protec.tion of scenic a'.rcl

historic sites.

In 1908 United Slates federal recognition \tr'as officially given

to a form of conservation. It \^¡as also in this year.that Gifford Pinchot

persisted in his realistic definition of conservation and gave the

vrord the connotation it is now generally understood to have: a

comprehensive and rvel1 planned management of natural resources of

every character, based ollever changing ethical and economic grounds.

It is also interestíng that in 1935, the American CÍr,ic Association

combined with the National Confer-ence on City Planning (established

1909) and became the American Planning and Civic Association.

Under the leaàership of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Ullyses S. Grant IfI

and Holace M. Albright, this association rvas and still is trdedicated

to the education of the American people to an undcr-standing and

appreciation of local, state, regional and national plalrning for

the best use of ... natural resourcês¡tr This dedication, though rvell-

meaning and probabJ.y acceptable to many people, is sti.ll very flimsy

in that it makes no attempt to elaborate ont?the best use of natural

resources.rr Possibly t-he wording should be changed to rra better use

of natural resourcesrr based on the contemporary envirorrmental,

economic and social situation.
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and yield crops as an assembly Iine procluced automobiles."30 As

an immediate consequence, the Soil Conservation Service was est-

ablished in 1935 and charged with the duty of conserving soil and

vrater and assisting farmers and ranchers in matters of conserva-

tion. The American Public was intensively exposed to conservation

literatt¡re and to writers who tended to belittle such efforts and

to denounce those writers who pointed out the serious need for

protectíve measures These apparently antí-conservation writers

believed there \^ras really nothÍng to fear since they were certain

that science would in due time take care of all mankindts needs.

Another aspect of t.he notion of conservation, which appears

to be an extreme pole within the polarízation between conserva-

tion and development \^/as the "wilderness movementtt.3I The first

public statement of this philosophy in the United States appears

to have been made by Aldo Leopold ín hís book, A Sancl County Almanac,

expressing his thoughts about the place of the wilderness in forest

recreatíon policy, Ig2I.32 Leopold was originally a member of the

Parson, R.L.,
N. J. (1964).

Conserving American Resources. Englewood Cliffs,

Leyder, F., (1963), Tomorrows I^Ii lderness . New York.

30

3I

32 Leopold, Aldo, (1966), A Sand County_Al*C"gg: Ner^r York.
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Forest Service as was Robert Marchall, a man who devoted his life

to the idea of preserving as much as possible of the primitive

areas sti11 left ín the United States. The activities and aims

of these men and theír friends who held similar ideas are recorded

in the files of The Wilderness Society which was founded in 1935.

These ideas appeared novel in the United States of the L920ts but

were really a continuation of the line of thinking expressed in

the works of Cutlin, Emerson and Thoreau. trRationale'r, used by

such men as Leopold and Marshall was such that preservation of

wilderness areas must be recognÍzed as a necessary and legítimate

use of land, since thetrwildernesstthas become scarce and it ís

a commodity which cannot be renewed. They also felt that the

wilderness T¡ras necessary for scientific study much of which is

comparative" Leopold also felt that wílderness areas can teach

man something which he called 'rland ethic". This he perceived

as a law which governs the relations between the members of an

ecological society - that ís, members of a biotic community - or

in other words, the relations between man and his natural surround-
1^

ings." Leopold also noted that one of t.he basic weaknesses of

the conservation system which he encountered was that it was a sys-

tem based whol1y on economic motives and that most members of the

33 Leopold, A1do, ( 1966) , op . clr .
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land communicy have no economic value. To support his c1aim, he

gives an example from his book 'rA Sand County Almanac'r.

Of the 221000 higher plants and animals native to
Wisconsin, it Ís doubted whether more than 5% of.

'them can be sold, fed, eaten or otherwise put to
economic use. Yet these creatures are members of
the biotic community, and if (as I believe) its
stability depends on its Íntegrity, they are
entitled to continuanc".34

This sort of attitude appears to be in direct contrast to the earlier

ideas about conservation as expressed by Gifford Pinchot. Due to

the definite concern about economícs throughout American society,

it was almost inevitable that those interested in

must be made to adapt their arguments to include

an adaptation is expressed be

When we reaLíze that in
by hunters and fishermen
about $9 ,200,000. , there
tective measures must be
production of wildIife.

low by American poet

1950 alone the amount
for their activities
is no question that
taken to ensure the

conservat ion

economics. Such

I,IaIt trrlhitman.

spent
was

pro-
re-

This sort of economic rationale as \^rel1 as the cost benefit con-

siderations in resource conservation have progressed and become

incorporated in many of todayrs argunents in favour of the neces-

sity for conservaLion of many things.

From this brief historical sketch, the evolution of the American

?,1!"- Leopold, AIdo, (t966) op. cit.
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notion of conservâtion gives a good indication of what conservation

is understood to mean here in Canada as well. Those who love narlrre

and those who are concerned r^¡ith the destruction and exLinction of

parts of and the whole of the natural environment have voiced this

concern and hopefully have made other individuals and interest

groups aware of the consequences of a disregard for conservation.

ïn hÍs book Conserving American Resources, Ruben L. parson

attempts to relate rftlre conservation Ídeatras it exists todaytrto

sustain our material culture which derives from natural wea1th..

His view is one of optimism rather than pessimism. and essentiai ly

entails a need for education of every AmerÍcan in such a way as to

inform him on resources and t,heir conservatíon, íe. rtto aqaint

thinkíng Americans with the broad categories of natural rvealth
1tr

upon which their well being depends't." In general, the natural

resources wíth which Parson concerns himself are the basic earth

materials - rvater, soil, plants animals and minerals, -trË.hat we

employ or convert to sustain our nraterial rrr11,r.u,,.36 parson con-

cedes that sustaining this rnaterial culture j-s a given

and that prosperity r+iI1 thus depend upon the wisdonl with trtrich these

resources are used. This assumption has recently corne under attack

by those rriho question grorvth for the salce of grorvth. rnrportant in

todayts attitude toward co¡rservation is the distinction betryeen

resources rùrich are perpetuar and those rvhj,ch serve onry once, ie.

renewable and non-renewable resources. Plants a¡rd aninlals r¿il-t

35 Pa..o.r, R.L.,
36 iui¿.

(1964), op. cit.
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reproduce arìd maintain their nunrbers unless they are badly treated.

Soils can be maintained, and even improved, under productive use.

But minerals extracted from the earth serve us only oncer although

certain metals can be salvaged and reused, before they are spent.

Thus the conservator deals with two great groups of resources

ie. renerr¡able and non-renelr,able.

The non-renervable minerals are of utmost importance in todayrs

age of technology but will surely lose their position as one after

another becomes exhausted. t{e wiIl then once again become reliant

upon the renersable ones. Minerals are thus only conservable by

¡nore thorough exploitation and more efficient employment. According

to Parson, then, the conservation idea means the fullest possible

use of natural r'esources without neglecting any that can be used.

rrlt means thrift, but not denial; frugality but not privation;

efficiency but not austeríLy.u37 The words thrift, frugality

and efficiency all have to do with degree. The degree to which

these words and their meaning are to be pursued is not elaborated

upon by Mr. Parson. Parson explains that preservation has a place

in conservation, but onty in exceptional phases of it. llAes-

thetic resources are like prized antiques and heírlooms: dis-

played with pride but not used for profit"rr38 It is not expected

ibid.

ibid.

37
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that cvcryone rvi 11 subscribe to the noti.on of conservaL j,on r.¡hich

appear-s hcre as tliat of Ruben L. Pa::son, Resou:-'ce Gcograplier,

however it ís probably a good irrdicatÍon of the conternpor.ary rioti-o¡

of co:rservation rçhich is Lhe atti.tude of most go\rernnìet-ìL agencies

Ínvolved in conservation

The United States Department of tlre Interior, in their Conse::vation

Yearbook No. 4r39 hu, recorded r.rhat they termed - A Report to the

Stockholders The American People. This report, for the fiscal

year 1967, gives an indication of the U.S. Federal Governrnent in-

volvcmerlt in conser\¡ation as rvel l as ref lecting quitc clearly the

re Iationship betrveen conservati.on and econoniics. This report cotì-

tains all of the revenues and expenditures for tha¿ year that were

attributed to the various conservation activities Ín r.,lrich tliey

were invoh'ed. The programs are all described al-¡d tl-¡c sub-totals

are recorded as rvelÌ as the total. revenues and expendittlres. The

total expenditures r''€r€.5.5 bilLion and the total rêVCDUe s r''êr-e

5.3 billion, possibly indicating that conservation is not a very

good short term investntetrt.

Since it has been suggested here that lnany people feel econornics and

consen'atiorr have becolne cJ.osely related, it nright be of intercst to

United States Dept.
Species Conser-r'ation

of the Interior,
Ye¿irbool< No. 4.

(1968), Ilan an Dncìangered
l{ashington, D.C.
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see how an ecoriomíst would define conservation.

To the economist conservation involves the act of
managing resources in such a \^ray that a maximum vol-
ume of human r¡tants will be satisfied. The economist
would surely identify this act as arising out of con-
cern for both present and future wants. The practice
of conservatíon is essenLially an engineerÍ-ng problem,
involving the manipulation of physical entities th¿fi
wí11 permit the attainment of predetermined goals.'"

It now appears that the polarization which once appeared quite

evident regarding conservation and development has. lessened some-

whaÈ since the time of the early conservators- Thís lessening

appears to be due to a gradual change of attítude and definition

especially of conservation. Conservation ca¡ be under::'---' ':::ì'*'

stood to mean the husbandíng of natural resources; that is,

the developing of these resources in accord with the
best public interest, restoring to productivíty those
which have been deg]eted and guarding them agaÍnst
further depletion. '-

The connection betrveen planning and conservaÈion is probably
l!')

most evident on the Canadían scene.'" The esÈablishment of Provincial

Departments of MunÍcipal Affairs and the first Town Planning Conference

Ëo be held in Canada as \^re11 as the drafting of a comprehensive model

40
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Provincial Town Planning Act for Canada, were all the direct

result of the Commission of Conservation, established in L9O9.

Iìnvironntental Criteria and Land Use:

The question now is - rrtrat connection is there between the

above discussion and the establish¡nent of an environmental criterion?

fn considering manrs relationship with his natural environrnent,

any number of aspects could be included as criteria for making land

use decisions. All manner of pollution could be included such as:

water, air, noise, and sight poltution. Preservation and use of

inherent natural resources including flora, fauna, r{ater and

mi¡rerals could also be considered as environ¡nenta] criteria.

The criteria niust attempt to be comprehensive; hor,'ever, none to

date has been devísed to include all of the above aspects save

all of the many other aspects of the extremely complex relationship

between man and nature. The criteria to be used in this thesis

has to do with land suitability to a variety of uses. Although

far from being all inclusive, the criteria used here can be con-

sidered one means of including some of the environmental concerns

in land use decisions.

For the pLrrpose of this thesis it is proposed thatrtintrinsic
Lc

suitabilityrr=' maps be used to determine areas of land r,/hich are

physically capable of supporting or suitable to a particular

Bellurap, R.K. et aI., (tg6Z), Three Approaches to Environmental
Resource Analysis. The Conservation Foundation, Washington, D.C.

4l
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land use. Landscape architects and resource geographers sttch

LL
as Ian L. l.lcflarg, G. Angus I-lills and Phillip II . Lewis Jr., ^'have

devised environmental resource analyses airned at produci.ng suclr.

suitability maps. The basis to be used in deciding lr'hat areas are

suited to rvhat uses will be an extensive inventory of.the natural en-

vironment of the region. The next step rvilt t¡e to have experts on thc:

prospective land uses decide rr'hat physical or environmental character-

istics are best suited to the l-and uses on rr{rich they are expert. The

final step will be to appl)'these individual characteristics or criteria

to the inventol:ied data resulting in the location of areas rrinlin-

sically suitedrr to the prospective Iand uses. This somervhat ideal-

istíc determination of land use location is 1ikel1' to prove inef-

fectual when .attempted in relatively devclcped regions. Economic

and social factors ultimately play much more important roles in

determíning Iand use locations in these regions.

ïn dealing wÍth a relatively undeveloped regíon, the use of

this suiLability approach ís much more likely to succeed. For the

purpose of this thesis, therrintrinsic suitabilityil of land areas

wí11 therefore be the environmental crj.tería in deter..mining the

supply of land available in the region for the prospective land

USES.

44 ibid.
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Just as.the notion of conservation has evolvecl, so the values

used in deriving suitability areas are quite líkely to l¡e changed

or refined as more data and better techníques of analysis become

knor,,n. The puïpose of using the environmental criteria ínití.ally

r.ri11 l¡e to control the location of land use and thus activities

in such a vray as to proiect the natural environment as it is under.

st,ood today.

Economic Critcria and Land Use:

Recalling an economistrs defÍnition of conservation - rrto

manage resources in such a \ray thaL a maximurn volume of human v¡ants

will be satisfiecl"r45 one may viern, land as a resource and as such,

it must be managed in such a r¡Iay that a maximtlm volume r:f human

r¡¡ants will be satisfied. Tf therefore, one is confronted with a

problem of competing land uses desiring the same piece of 1and,

the economic criterion must be applied Ín deciding to allorv that

land use which will satisfy the greater volume of human wants.

Thís relatively simple crite::ion ínvolves a Sreat deal of

research and quantÍfication. Even íf much of the quantification

is in the form of accurate estimates rather than actual fact, this

procedure is still very valid in that the gap between an arbitrary

decision and a ful1y rational and logical decision rvi11. be reduced

cons iderab 1y.

45 Smith, G.H., (1958), op.cir.
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This chapter began by discussing models in general, then

proceeded to describe the Lrvo criteria which will act as guide-

posts for the decision-making moclel to be developed in this thesis.

The model rvill be used to anticipate general categories of land

uses or activíties (based upon existing trends) and in so doing,

to devise a framervorlc rvithin rvhich decísions can be made about

the highest and best location for these land uses (based upon

environmental and economic criteria).

.ApplyÍng 
theory to real life situatious can be vietved in a

sÍmilar light to that of the scÍentific method - formulating an

hypothesis and then experimenting to see whether the hypothesis

Ís correct or not. Contrary to scientific experiments, vrhich often

employ higher leve1 controls ancl where an hypothesis can be ekam-

ined and measured rvith a high degree of objectivity, tl.re complex and

changing systems ínvolved in land use decisíons make evaluation of

good and bad, right and wrong decisions very difficult indeed.

The model developed here therefore bears onJ.y slight resemblance

to an hypothesis in a scientific experimerrt. StilI ít could be

tested in a real-life situation ín a similar fashion to testing

an hypothesis. Part II of this thesis will in fact develop the

decisíon-making model (based upon the theory stated in this part

of the thesis) and then test this model in a real-life situation.
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CHAI{IDR 4

THE ESSDNTIAL ELENÍ]ìNTS OF'

A LAND USB I'ÍODDL

TO AID IN DFÆISION-I.IAKING

Several assumptions will be made here about the first tv¡o

phases of the planning process (see page 21). This will allorv

the discussiort in rhis chapLer to concentrate on the third phase

of the process where models are most benefícíal. Firstly ít rvi1l

be assumed that the government agencies, responsibl.e for disposi.ng

of Crown lands, have decided to adopt plann:lng. Secondly it rvi11

be assumed that the goals they wish to achieve in disposing of

this land are those goals described in the introduction of this

thesis (see page 4). The questÍon as to how these goals may be

achÍeved now becornes the responsíbility of a clecisíon-malcing modeI.

The author proposes to explain the elements that he feels

are essential to the formulation of such a land use decision-

makirrg model. These elements fa11 into four broad categories:

existing conditions, prospective activities, suPPly of land ancl

formulation of alternative pIans.

Existing Conditions:

Three basic elenrents rvill be used here to describe the 1:resent or

existing conditions within a region. Physical resources, existing

activities plus human needs and desires are these three elements

and their study and investigation should lead to al'ì appreciati<¡n not

only for rr'hat the region is but also rvhat it is likely to l¡ecotne.
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There are of course inany other elements rrt¡ich can be used to deter-

mine existing conditions. For- example, the socio-political s¡rstern

both rsithin and outside of the study area as well as the history of

deveJ.opment rnight also be considered important elenrents in cteter-

mining existing conditions. These and other sirnilar elements harre

not been included but could be included in a more comprehensive

model.

A physical resource analysis is a very essential element and

often forms the basis for regional land use studies. This sort of

analysis not only inventories the physical resources available

within a region but also attempts to express the quality of the

resources as well as their location in relation to other aspects of

the region. Investigation of hurnan needs and desires can be a very

difficult rnultifaceted exercise as well as a difficult study to

Itkeep uptrsince peoplers tastes are apt to change quite rapidly.

There is ahvays the question regarding rvhether the needs and

desires of the populace should in fact be met or even attempted

to be nret. In a democratic society, one must accept as a given

the needs and desires of the majority of the popuJ.ation. For this

reason and since this thesis deal-s with a situation occuring in

a denìocratic society, it will be given that the needs arrd desires

of the rnajority of the people should be met rrtrerever possible.

For the purpose of this thesis, human needs and desires ruill

only be considered for the effects they may have on land use. The

converse of this concern - the effect land use has on people, rrould
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indeed be an interesting study, horvever one rt'l-rich inight better be

handled in a psychology or sociology thesis" The aspiratj.ons,

needs or desires of an individual, group or organizatíon to use

activities will be the rnajor concern of this element

concern as well will be ttre way in rvhich peopie

land for various

of the model. Of

are using the l-arrd of the regíon at present" The int.eraction

betrveen people and the physical resources wilI result in both

existing land use and activíties as well as land uses to be expected

in the future. This thesis assumes that people rvish to make best use

to their knowledge of the physical resources available to them and

therefore a very basic economic factor colnes into play. Dcononlics

is one of the rnany facets of the hunan personality rvhich can play

a dominant role in deciding the relative nerits of land use actir.ities.

The economics of the existing activities of the study region

will not be of as much intcrest in thi.s thesis as the economics

of the prospective uses of land. fnr¡estÍ-gation of tlìe existing

activíties, however, ranks with the study of physical. resources

ancl of people in cletermining the present situation of a region.

The resource and the human elements interact as well with the

existing activities element in derír'ing the types of land use which

are likely to be needed or desired in the future

Prospect ive Activities :

The prospective 1a¡rd uses derived

Ínteractions form anotlìer basic elenlent

be stressed that t.his element does not

f rom alra lysis of the above

of the model. It must

Purport ro be an expression
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of demand in the formal economÍc sense. Demand, in this economic

sense, f.or the use of land rvithin a region would requÍre a great

deal of quantj.ficarion of data or conditions whÍch are likely to

be changing constantly. This is especially true for the relatíveIy

undeveloped and cleveloping type of ::egion fol whÍch this model is

beíng formulated. The element considered here as - prospective

land uses - is more an expression of the land uses likely to be

pursuecl within a region of a given character or rrauuaion - physical

resources, existing activicies and people. Tn keepÍng rvith the

goal of the moclel and the economic criteria alreacly established

(see ¡.'age 27), it wilI become cviclent that certaín lancl uses v¡i11

satisf y more human kTants and desircs than wi 11 others . Ittrat f ollows

is a crucial stage in the sort of decisicn-nraking niodel being clis-

cussed here. In other words, by applying the economic criterion

to the prospective Land uses and in viery of the existing character

of the region (also its surroundings), clecisions wil.1 l¡e made as

to the rel.ative degree of satisfaction of human wants as earlier

defined inherent in each of the prospective land uses. This and the

other stages of the model r+í11 be eLaborated on iu much greater

detail after the model has been developed and rr'hen it is beíng

tested. This decision-making stage, horvever, rvilI result in

another ele¡nent of the ¡nodel. The ordering of the prospective

land u-ses into a range frorn the one rn'hich would achieve the most

human satisfaction to the one r'Ìrich rr'ould achieve the least sat-

ísfaction, could constitute another elenlent of the model.
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Supply of Land:

The physical resource analysis carried out as parL of the first

category of model elements rvill result in some very beneficial guide-

Iines in determÍning not only the location of land Lo satisfy the

prospecti\re uses but guídelines as well in determiníng horv much

land Ís physically suited to each prospectíve use. A second crucial

stage in the model Ís reached when decisions must be macje about

what land is physically suited t,o what use. The environmental

crÍteria dÍscussed in chapter 3 (see page 27) become factors nec-

essary in makÍng these decisions. Interaction betwecn the resource

analysís, the prospective land uses and environmental criteria

r+ill produce a description of the location and supply of land

physically suited to each of the prospective uses. The location

and supply of land for these uses form as many elements of the

model as there are uses being considered. In other rvords, the

location and supply of land physically suited to forestry could

form one element of the model while the location and supply of

J.and physically suited to recreational cottage development could

form another element" The attractiveness of each parcel or unit

of land, in each of the above elements, for each of the uses will

depend to a great deal upon the trinfrastructural"46 ,r.trr.u of each

The infrastructure referred to
this thesis rvill be strictly of
sequer-rt1y it wiII include only
and telephone lines, etc.

here and for the purpose of
the physical nature" Con-

factors such as roads, polrrer,

46
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unit of land. For example, if there exl'.sts a unit of lancì rvithin

the region which is physical1y suited to cor.rntly residential de-

velopment buL it is excessivel-y distant from the nearest ur-ban area,

and the closest road is ten miles aru'ay, there is litt1e liicelihood

that this 1a¡rd unit v¡i11 attract this solt of development at this

sËage in tíme. lnfrastructural factors should then make it possible

to rank the supply of land for each activily ancl thus form separ:ate

model elements. For each land supply and location element, there

will consequently be a ranking of this supply in vieiv of the irrfra-

structural factors. It must be noËed that as these ínfrastrttctural

factors change, there must be a corresponding adjustment made in

the ranking of the supply. For examitIe, the same unit of land used

as in the country residential example rvould become more attractive

Íf an all-weather road \^rere to linlc it to the urban center. Ï.n

this case, that unit of land would move upwards in lhe ranking

suggested here as another possible element for the decision-maliing

mode 1 .

When the supply and location elements were clerived, there was

no consj-deration given Èo the possibility that a unit of lancl may

be physically suited to more than one use. The rankjng (accorcling

to infrastructure) that followed could therefore quite conceivably

have resulted in uniLs of land r^¡hich rvere not only physÍca1ly suÍced

to more than one prospective land use, but as h,el1 rvere highly at-

tractive to more than one future use. The ranl<ing of the supply

of land must nor^¡ be app l.ied to the ranking of prospective land uses
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to investigate the possibilities of conflj.ct between land uses

competing for the same unit of land.

Formulatíon of Alternative Plans:

This broad category must include the elements of the model

which r^¡i11 bring togctlìer the supply of land and the prospective

land uses to suggest means of resolving land use conflicts. The

result should be several alternati\/e plans expressing different

courses of action lvhich coulcl be follorn,cd i.n atternpting to realize

the original goals (see page 4).

E.¡afuation of these sugge-stions or alternatives ¡nust remain

the duty of responsible government officials who theoretically

can best judge the rvants and desires of their constituents"

However, the evaluatiol-r phase of the planning process rvilf be

inctuded in the rnodel structure. The process of evaluation

is closely tied to changes Ín any of the preceding elements. Con-

sequently there must be an expressed feedbaclc mechanism for the

evaluation elements of the model. The result of these evaluations

should be suggested courses of action. Both the evaluation and

especially the courses of action are politícal in nature. They

have been included in th.e model structure more to complete the

planning process than as elements of the model and thus part of

thís thesÍs. AIso included ín the model structure wilI be an

element labelled "Monitoring and Revíewrr. This elemerrt suggests

the continuing and on-going system wÍth which the model deals and

as k,e11 completes the planning process (see page 21).
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What rernaíns to be done is to suggest a structure or framerqork

within which these elements can be arranged in a rational or 1og-

Ícal order. The way in rvhich the elements have been presented in

this chapter gives some indication of the way in rvhich a rnodel

framework could be developed. Even with thís hint of orcler, many

stl:uctures or frameworks could be conceÍved of. Jusd as the elements

selected by the author- have to be likened to a scientific hypothesis,

so the framework for the model which aPpears as figure I might also

be likened to an hypothesis.

Except for the box labelledttsetting'r, all of the other e1-

ements of the model have been discussed. The ttsetting" wí11 simply

serve to introduce the region being studied.

ïn summary, the author feels that the model should include

Èhe fo1lowíng broad categories consisting of the more specific

elements suggested below.

Broad Categories

(1) nxisting Conditions

Specific Elements

- Resource analysis

- Exísting activities

- Salient interest groups

-'Economic críteria

- Ranking of prospective land
USES

- Environmental criteria

(2) Prospective Activities - Prospective land uses

(3) Supply of Land



(4) formulation of AlternaEive
Plans
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Supply of land (for each pros-
pecËive land use)

Existing Ínf rastruct.ure

Ranking of the supply of land
(for each prospective land use)

Combínation of supply and pros-
pectÍve land use rankings

Alternat ives

are

to

The remaining elements expressed in the st.ructure of Figure 1

strictly speaking noÈ, part of the model but have been included

indicate che whole structure of the planning process.

N.B. Externalities

This element has been included in the mod.el structure to

indicate that there are many other aspects or factors which may

play a part in making land use decisions. Some of these are

listed below:

-Policy and legislation regarding such matters as settlement
patterns, resource exploitation or transportation and
communication systems.

-lechnological change, for example- a region vñich ís being
developed on the basis of say the oil and gas industry
may be drastically affected by the discovery and use of
a more economical source of energy. On the contrary, a
region developing mainly as a result of pulpwood cutting

. may develop much more rapidly if a new means of paper
production allowed this activity the latitude to locate
a manufacturing plant in this region.

It becomes evident from the above that the aspects used in

the model are by no means exhaustive and that any notion of I'highest

and bestrr land use can only be deemed possible if such externalities

are considered.
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CHAPTER 5

THE ELEMENTS OF THE MODEL TN DETAIL

Goals:

'The goal being used as a basis for this model (see page 4),

contains words and phrases such as: planned and integrated, present

and future citizens, benefit, and solid criteria. All of these

are open to interpretation. The authorls Ëranslation ís expressed

in the model, elemenÈs, críteria and testing which occur in this

Èhesis. The author feels that the true value of this Ëhesis ís the

offering of one ínterpretatíon and methodology which can be used

in grappling wÍth these goa1s. An interpretation and rnethodology

which_can act more as a startíng point from whích more refined Ín-

vestigation arrd techniques may develop and which can gener:ate Lhink-

íng, discussion ancl awareness of the problems expressed Ín the goal.

On this note, the remainder of the model elements will be discussed

in more delail beginníng with the element labe11ed "Settingtt.

Set ting:

This element serves to introduce Ëhe study region. For the

sake of símplicity and clarily, an outline will be used to indícate

what is involved in many of the model elements. For example, below

is an outline of what is involved in the element of the model,

labe l led rtSet t ingrr :

Loca t ion
Regional setting
Designation of Boundaries
Physical Resurne

- Geology and Topography
- Hydrology
- Soils
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- Clinrate
- Flora (vegetation)
- Fauna (r,'ircllife)

History of Settlement and Land Use

The above outline requires some elaboratio¡r. For exampJ-e,

r.¡hen discussing Iocation and regional setting, careful analysis

must precede any decision regarding what the regional boundaríes

are to be. It must also be stressed that no regíon is isolat.ed

and that it is apt to be influenced by external activities and

elements both immediatery adjacent to it and those far distant

from it. Since the regions of interest here are relatively un-

developed ones, it is likely that there will be only one or pos-

sibly trvo service centers ]ocated within their boundaries.

An aggregate of the rnarket areas rnust be used -bo deterrnine a

composite marlcet area for the service center(s). If this mar--

ket area is coupled r+ith other area units such as forest man-

agement clistricts, agricultural Oistricts, etc., it strould be

possible to determine a rough regional boundary. Maps portraying

poputated areas both within and external to the region wiIl be

necessary. These maps should also express political or adminis-

trative boundaries and possibly transportation and communication

links to and rvithin the region. Explanation and interpretation

should accompany these maps.

The aspects considered under the heacling of physical Resume

are all cluite straight forrvard. The only question here is: to
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whac depth are these aspects considerecl? SÍnce this element serves

only to introduce Ehe region, general maps of the entire region

will suffice. The Resource AnalysÍs element of the model wÍ11 deal

r,¡ith these aspects in a much more detailed manner.

Since the region studied is relatively undeveloped, the his-

tory of settlement and land use may be summed up in a few short

paragraphs. Description of these human phenomena should be ac-

companÍed by an explanatíon of why they took place as r.rel1.

The rrSettingrrelement of the model may not be an essentíal

prerequísite to the other elements of the mode1, hovrever it rvi1l

also serve as a handy reference when this thesis gets involved

ín all the detail of the renaining elements.

ExÍsting Conditions:

(a) Resource Analysis:

Following is the outline of the aspects involved Ín carrying

out this element of the model:

MeLhod of Analysis
Data Input and Processing
Application of Methodology 

l

This very important element of the model hopefully will serve

two basic purposes. The first is to. identify wliat resources are

available r+ithin the region for the purpose of utilization. The

second purpose is to ensure that the land uses and resource exploi-

tatÍon activit.ies take place in such a \^/ay as to minimize disruptíon
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of the natural environmenE. This second purpose may appear diffi-

cult to realíze" However, from the poínt of view of land use,

environmental suitabilíty will act as the criteria. This point

should become more clear as the detail of what is involved in a

resource analysis is explained.

(i) Method of Analysis

There is no strict rule or direction for conducting a resource

analysis and the realízalion of the necessity for such an exercise

has not been assumed for too many years. It hTas not until the

1930rs that a nationwide effort in the United States was initiated

to locate and quantify a broad list of individual resources and

Ëo plan for their development. This was initiated under the banner

of natural resource conservation and planning. By the late 1950ts

it appeared that this 'rsingle factorrr approach began to evolve.

The tendency to quantify resources was broadened to attempt in-

clusion of analysis of the quality of resources and theír develop-

ment potentíal. Spatial patterns and groupings as T¡re11 as the

environment as a whole were novr considered in resource analysis.

Over the next tvro or three decades, billions of dollars and

countless man-hours will most likely be spent to protect and develop

the resources that create and affect the quality of our physÍcal
47environment. Because of immediate needs and desíres, there Ís

Belknap, R K. et al
Resource Analysis.

, (I967), Three_Appro4ches to Environmental47

The Conservation Foundation, Washington
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no choice bul Èo use existing approaches to resource analysis arrd

to improve them as may be possÍble. Fer+ approaches have been de-

veloped and little is known about those that do exist. Informa-

tÍon about them is scattered in professional journals, project

reports and proceedíngs or papers from conferences. 
.The 

Landscape

Architecture Research Office, Graduate School of Design, Harward

University, has attempted to consolidate a review of three approaches

4Bto environmental resource analysís. The researchers ínvestigated

and displayed the approaches of three leading índíviduals Ín re-

source planning, namely: G. Angus Hi1ls, Philtip H. Lewis Jr. and

Ian L McHarg. The concepts and ideas of these individuals are

stÍtl held in high regard by their contemporaries and successors

even though more advanced tools and techniques have been devÍsed

for resource analysís. The computer has become a useful tool and

the SYMAP and GRID prognams have become advanced techniques for

conducting resource analyses. Better tools and techniques are

sure to be developed, however, there is no choice but to use Ëhese

existing approaches. The approach described here rvi1l be the one

currently beÍng pursued by the Research Section of the Planning

Branch, Alberta Department of Municipal Affairs. This approach

attempts to be inter-disciplinary and to use the technique lcnorvn

as SYMAP.

It must be.stressecì tl-rat the Syò{Ap progratn i.s only a sub

instrument of the computer and as.such is nothing nrore than a tool.

It depends exclusively upon the accuracy of the data r+hich is inputtecl

4B ibid.
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and especially upon the ability of land use experts tc choose the

best. suitable use(s) for that area of lancl.

SYMAP is a computer program for producing aaps at a high speed

by the use of an on-line prirìter. Its original concept \.?as dev-

eloped by Prof. H.T. Fisher of Harvarcl University. Its current

versÍon has been developed at the Labora,tory of Computer Graphics,

Harvard University.

The program is wrÍtLen ín Fortran IV and is in use at quite

a number of agencies and insÈitutions here ín Canada, íncl.uding

the Computer Center of the University of I'fanitoba.

The SYI'ÍAP program can produce the follolving three types of

maps:

(a) Contour or isoline maps

-. The contour map consists of curves connectÍng all points

with the same numeric value e.g. elevation

(b) Conformat or choropleth maps

- fn this map each data zone, predefíned by boundaries,

is given the same value and assígned the same symbol

(c) Proximal maps

- In the proximal map each character location is assigned
LO

the value of the data poínt nearest to it.*'

A location in the SYI'IAP program is measured by a pair of co-

49 From an unpublishecl set of sLudent notes cJistributed by Prof.
H. Tanimura, Departmcnt of City PIanning, University of Manitoba.
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ordinares (DOIrJli & ACROSS). This is equivalent to the (_y,*) locarion

ín the cartesian coordinate system, when the upper frame of the map

is the x axis and the left side of the frame ís the y axis rn

other words, DOIrN is a distance in inches from the top frame of the

map and ACROss a horizontal distance from the left border.

The following story, related by prof. Howard Fisher to the

First Boston Architectural center conference in December of. 1964,

gives an insight into the necessity for such a computer program as

SYMAP.

Not long ago I was talking to a regional planning
director who had devoted more than a year of effort
to the building up of what he called a ildata bankr'-
namely a, collection of factual'information pertinent
to his activity and organized in a form suitable for
machine processing. Upon finally completing every_
thing in good order he asked the computer what he
thought \^7as a relatively simple question regarding
the data. In reply, according to his story, he
received a stack of folded paper about an inch thick
consisting of tabular data page upon page. Repeating
the process, after narrowing his question substantiaily
he got back about a quarter-inch pile of paper. Again
he submitted a simpler question and finarry received
a reasonably limited voLume of tabular data which he
gave to a draftsman who, three or four days later
presented him with a map conveying in comprehensible
graphic form the significance of-!he computerrs
output in relation to his study.)u

Prof. Fisher reported thÍs story as an íIlustration of the inadequate

use of todayts hÍgh-speed computers.

Fisher,H.T., (
From The First

Architecture and the
Center Architectural

computer, Procedings
Conference. Boston

Le64) ,
Boston

50
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rn order for the human mind to comprehend large quantities
of data' an organized graphic format can be of immense help. Data

avaílabIe only in tabular form ís alI too frequently worthless daLa.

SYMAP, short for 'tsynagraphic computer mappíngr is desígned as a

program to deal equally well with past data, current data or future
daÈa. Equally, it is ready to dear with abstract space as any

other, and may therefore be used for schematic charts and graphs

as well as for representational maps, plans and diagrams.

In preparÍng a project for executÍon it ís important to under-

stand that there are two basic types of facts about which the computer

musË be informed: where things are and what they are. provided

wíth little more than this information the machine will take over

and turn out a graphic display of the data in its correct relation-
ship. rf the facts to be represented are quantitative, they will
of course be expressed in numeric terms. rf they are qualitatÍve,
they wí11 or can be so described. Density, for example, could be

expressed on a print out in a range of computer symbols from light
to very dense or dark zones. one can, of course, dear with any

conceivable type of data. fn feeding data into the computerr you

may ask it to carry out computations desired such as figuring out

ratios or percentages" or, for example, the computer may be tord
to weigh the data by apprying equating factors and thus be abre ro
deal with relationships, arange a variety of subjects or merge

them into one aggregate dÍsplay.
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Finally, if so desired and subject to provisÍon of the neces-

sary information, the computer will provide a title with supple-

mentary explanation below each separate display" rt will also print

words or symbols directly within the display area to indicate dif-

ferent kinds of physícal or other features which may be of concern

to the user. Because of the memory capacity of a computer, one

large advantage of sYMAP is that information common to a whole

serÍes of displays need only be inputted once.

The actual usability then of the syMAp program can be sunìmar_

iz,ed thus: - it provided a graphic display of spatially dísposed

data

ít employs widely available computer equipment

Ít is designed for use by people without prior com_

puter experience and without advanced mathematÍca1

training

SYMAP in Perspective

The preparation of maps with the aid of a computer is a faírly
recent development and one should be made aware here that the SyMAp

program is not t.h.e only program devel0ped for this purpose. For

example, a program known as the GRrD program has been created by

Mssrs. sinton and sËeÍnitr.51 rh" GRID program is designed specif-

ically to provide a highly efficienr means for graphic dísplay of

Steinitz et a 1. ( 1969) ,
Methods , Department of

A Comparative Studv of Resource Analvsis
Landscape Architecture, Harvard University

51
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large quantÍties of information collected on the basis of a rec-

tangular coordinate grid. The necessity of collecting information

in this manner plus the fact that GR]D is unable to produce contour

type maps indicate its limits as compared to the syMAp program.

The sYMAP program does however require a larger computer memory

than does the more simplified GR]D program. Regardless of the

computer program used, one would be amply justified in using a

computer mapping program as a resource analysis technique if the

following are assumed:

- a large number of resource maps wíll be required over a period

of time

- the regíon studied Ís of considerable size e.g. hundreds

of square miles

- there will be a large variation in the data content for the

maps

- preparation time for the maps is to be minimized and they

must, be highly accurate

- available data is readily convertable to machine readable

form

- an immensely large amount of data is to be used

- available data is readily identified spatially

The preparation of a computer map requíres three steps: providing

the computer with data in a form acceptable to the machine (input);
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the manipulation of the data preparation of the map within the

computerrs memory (processing); and the actual clisplay of a map

by the computer (output).

(ii) nata Input and processing

Data collection is often a costly and time consuming step

of the pranning process. The type and amount of data used

Ín any study does of course depend upon Èhe nature of the study

as well as such constraints as time and costs. The nature of this

element of the moclel will be a complete resource analysis for a

specific regíon. Therefore every attempt should be made to use

all the spatial data regarding resouÌ-ces that are available from

whatever sources can be tapped. Agencies involved in resource

identifícation and development must be contacted for rvhatever data

they might have for the region studied. Appendix A lists the data

types and data sources used by the Research Section of the planning

Branch, Alberta Department of Municipal Affairs52 in carrying out

a resource analysis for a region such as the one of interest to

thís thesis. Data gathering can have a trvo folcl benefit. Not only

wÍ11 it provide the necessary data to conduct out analysis but it

will also serve to aquaint the various agencies with rvha¿ tlie study

is about ancl hopef r-rl ly resu lr in some very benef icial f eedback

52 Provincial PLanning Branclr, ( f97I), op. cit.
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from Èhese specific agencies.

once it has been determined what daEa are avairable and can

be used, there will be the questÍon of what, spacial accuracy to

employ. The quest,ion of spat.ial accuracy (ie. whether to record

data on the basis of square feet, acres, quart,er-sectíons, square

miles etc.) will be strongly influenced by Èhe size of Ëhe region

beÍng studied. For example, it may be physícarly possÍble wiÈh

the data being used to use one acre as the basÍc uniÈ of analysis,

however time and cost factors are surely to be ,formidable constraints

when analyzing an area of hundreds of square miles. Hypothetically

t,he ultirnate in accuracy could be achieved by following the least

cornmon denominator ru1".53 This rule (see figu re 2) essentially

staÈes that oie must find the cell or data unit suze whích is the

smallest unit resulting from the overlay of the various data zones

Agaín one must be aware that for a region composed of hundreds of

square miles, which thís analysis is likely to be involved wÍrh,

Ít would economically be unpractical to folrow this rule.

Let us assume that the quarter-section for exampt" rrrr ¡..t

decided upon as the basic data unit for analysis. rn making

Steinitz er aI, (1969),
Analysis Methods. Dept
UnÍversity.

A Comparative Sludy of Resourc.e
of Landscape Archit.ecture, Harvard

53
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this decision there will norv be a committment to identífy-ipati-

ally all the data. rn other words, each bít of data inputted to

the computer will be idenlified with a specific quarter-sectÍon.

rn order to facilitate and speed up the input of data Ínto

the computer, coding systems should be employed. For example,

instead of key-punching the phrase ttbarren above timberlinerr, the

code letters BAT r+ould mean the same thing The A.R.D.A. sponsored

canada Land rnventory ser:ies of maps are already in a cocied form

rf this data is not available or not Èo l¡e used, it wíIl be neces-

sary to devise a coding system. The next problem in coding and

recording data has to do with hov¡ much detaj 1 is considered neces-

sary and feasible. The best \^ray to descríbe what ís meant here

is by using a specific example.

The square below represents a typical quarter-section from

a Canada Land Inventory Present Land Use Map.

KM

L
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The M, K and L represent the three different types of land use which

are found within the boundaries of this specific quarter-section.

The quesËion of detail in recording this data now becomes quite

clear. Does one wish to record all three types of land use in

this unit, just the two largest types or possibty just the one

which covers the majoríty of the area. For the sake of accuracy

it is evident that one would want to record all of the three uses

and further achieve accuracy by expressing the relative importance

of each use in terms of land area devoted to each - possibly by

percentages (507J, 30"/þ1, and 20%K). fn essence ir might be recorded

thus: 5Lþ3MV2Kþ (tne ø symbols simply acring as fillers ro separare

the data bits). Accuracy however must sometimes be sacrificed due

to time and cost constraints. i,Ihen it is considered that present

land use is just one of many types of data to be recorded for each

quarter-section and when it is further considered that t.here are

likely to be several thousand quarter-sections in the study area,

there is definite cause for concern about how detailed the recorded

data can be. A second example might help drive home this poir-rt.

Following is a typical'quarter-secLion from a Iand capabilÍty

for forestry map"

-a
ftÍ'o]fl,'
17 ,,.

)

"t #,
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a completely accurate means of recording this information might

look l ike thi s : 6MBRB64i,I?W45V4I|?I/75DNW33þ5F ?L53 ? ?W36Íñ?I22.

Again in consideration of the number of times similar data

must be manually recorded and then key punched it is easy to see

how accurate detail might have to be sacrificed. A cost-benefit

analysÍs similar to the one used to decide on the size of data

unÍt to be used is necessary to decíde what data accuracy will

be used. The rtHinton Yellowhead study',54 out.r, carried out by

the Research Section of the Alberta ProvÍncia1 Branch retained aIl

of the accuracy mentioned above. There were several reasons for

this, probably the most important of which was the fact that other

símilar studies were being carried out in Alberta and it was de-

cided that fu1ly accurat,e and uniform input could provide the basis

for a comprehensive data bank whích eventually could be extended

Ëo other areas of the provínce" Another deciding factor may have

been the availability ofttcheaptt labour in the form of provincially

sponsored surnmer students who were used to record much of the data.

There are bound to be other considerations such as these that will

help decide what accuracy will best suit the specÍfic study sit-

uat i on.

Regardless of what accuracy is decided upon, the method of

inputting the data will essentially be the same Al1 relevant

Provincial Planning Branch,
Use Sludy. Alberta Depr. of

(T97I), Hinron-Yellowhead Land
54

Municipal Affairs, Edmonton.
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data will be manually transferred to sheets (each quarter-section

has a corresponding data sheet) and the fully coded sheet is gíven

to a key punch or key to tape machíne operator who punches thís

coded information onto cards or a magnetic tape. Figure 3 gives

a graphic interpretatíon of this the first step in producing

computer map (ie. the input stage). The cards or magnetic tapes

are then simply fed into the computer memory banks. The manual

parts involved in this first step are also likely to be taken over

by automated data transfer equipment in the near future. Another

possibility would be to have the agencies collecting the origínal

raw data feed it directly into a computer rather than processing

their own hand drawn maps etc. The object, of course, ís to get

Lhe data into the computer and have it spatÍally identified, in

this case, on a quarter-section basis.

( iií) Computer 0ut,put

There must no\^r be a means of searching or retrieving the

specific data required to produce whatever sort of map is desíred.

The computer system presently in use at the Alberta Planning Bra.rch55

is based upon the Glenrose HospiËa1 Patient Information Retrieval

55 Provincial Planning Branch , (I97L) , op.cít 
"
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System (G.H.P.T.R.S.). This system stems from the initial use made

of IBl.lrs Documenl Processing System (l.p.S,), ín particular, the

manner of collecting data by key-wording paragraphs wí.thín a text.

This allows both a selecl-ive means of search and a relaÈively free

form of input

Sínce daËa collected in the course of the planning process

is as extensive as it is varied, the mechanisms for storing and

retríeving this data must be capable of handling virtually any

type withouc resorting t.o other than minor specÍa1 handling. ïn

oËher rvords, the computer system must be free of encumbrance placed

on ít by the information content and Ínstead iE should be oríentated

tovrards the performance of a set of tasks. In thÍs Ínstance the

set of tasks is that of creaLíng and maintaining a compressed,

machine readable file of data and retrievÍng facts from that file

based on search requir_ements that are líke1y to be quite varied

in content.

A significant dífference between the Glenrose System and the

D.P.S. Ís the use of magnetic tape instead of the disk for processíng.

This allows Ëhe new system to update and correct data, a very im-

portant feature rrot available with the D.P.S. Only minor house-

keepint changes have been made by Ehe Alberta Planning Branch in

adopting the G.H.P.I.R.S. as the tool for Lhis type of analysis.

As yet, they have not been able to overcome the deficiencies ín-
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volved Ín the inability to do calculations on the data within the

system. Figure 4 graphicalty indicates how data may be retrieved

from the computer. hlhat is Ímportant here is that the box labelled
Itsearch responsesrtcould represent the specific data required to

produce a desired computer map. This data could then be run through

the sYMAP program to produce a desired map. Ary other map required,

based on the existing data bank would then simply require the spec-

ified search and the running of that search response data through

the sYMAP program and so on. rt should be noted that the whole

procedure mentioned above requires only a matter of seconds of

computer tíme.

(iv) Application of Merhodology

The mechanics of producing computer maps based upon resource

data has been explained and one may noT¡r begin to examine how this

whole procedure can be of benefit in conductÍng a resource analysis

for a region. rf for instance, one wishes to know the extent of

the region which is physically suited to the production of pulp-

wood, an expert on pulpwood production could look at the type of

data which is Ínputted into the computer and then choose the data

variables which combined would result in the land, tree specíes,

tree densities, soil types, slopes etc. which would best be suited

to thís activity" He would then indicate the variables he selects

to the computer programmer who in turn would write a short search
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program requesting the location of these data variables from the

computer. This program would be run, the computer \^rou1d select

the appropriate data units which meet these criteria and these

results would then be run through the SYMAP program. The output

urould be a computer map showing all the quarter-sections which met

the criteria in an accurate spatial pattern and to whatever scale

is requested

This same procedure can be followed to produce computer maps

indicating the best physical sites for the development of houses,

campsites, parks, cottages etc. The procedure is of course limited

to the type and amount of data which has been imputted. This Ís

particularly true for sub-surface resources. For example, if pros-

pecting for minerals or exploration for hyrocarbons (oi1 and gas)

has not taken place in the region being studied, it is virtually

impossíble to decide on the most likely or best location for these

sorts of activities. All that can be done in this regard is to

gather any information available for the region and for the areas

adjacent to the region. This information can really only be used

to establish likely trends for these types of resource developments

and in doing so recognize the effects these types of development

t.rends may have regarding land use for the region.

Since the value of Lhis sort of analysis depends so heavily

upon the extent and accuracy of the data bank, all efforts must
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be made to assure that it be the most comprehensive, accurate and

up-to-date collection of data possible. of eguar importance are

the judgments made by physical resource and land use experts ín

deciding on the suitability of land for specific land uses.

Belorv is one example of a land suitability judgment rr¡hich might

be made by these experts:

Example

A partialÌy forested area of land might be cleared

and used to grow cer-eal crops, hay or market gardenj.ng

crops. It might be used for forestry, grazing, urban

developnrent, country residential development or it may

be left in a wilderness state. In view of the physicat

attributes of that piece of land, the experts wiII be

charged rvith cleciding rrtrat uses this land is physically

suited to. Assuming they decide the land is suited to

grazíng and country residential development: a further

decision is required to determine rr¡trich of these uses

would result in the better use at a given point in time.

The application of the economic criterion now becomes ne-

cessary to decide rvhich of these equally suitabl-e land

uses should be allowed at this tinre.

The outcome of the interaction between the data and the experts

will be a series of computer n¡aps indicating the number and locatiorr

of quarter-sections which are physically suited to each of the
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land use actívities being considered. The question of what land

use actÍvities to be consídered will be derived t.hrough examination

of the available resources, the existing activities and the salient

interest. groups of the region. The explanation of these other model

elements will better explain how the prospectÍve land uses are

derived.

(b) Salient Interest Groups:

Questions such as these may be of pertinent Ínterest here:

hrhy have people locat.ed themselves Ín the regíon? I{haÈ use are

Èhey making of the land at present? what land use activities are

Ëhey likely Eo pursue in the future?

The people who live and work ín the region at present will

líkely be only a portion of the interest groups examined here.

It Ís quite possible that groups or organizations of people not

lÍving or working in the region at present wÍ11 have appreciable

effects upon Èhe fuËure land use of the regÍon. Both government

agencÍes and prívate sector groups must be investigated to deter-

mine what the existing land use situation is and what sort of needs

or demands are likely to be experienced in the future. There will

not be an attempt made to derive exact demand figures such as -

twenty-seven and one half quarter-secÈions required for grazing

by the year 1975. I^Ihat will be derived however will be a groupíng

of the types of land use which can then be applied to the resource

analysis data bank. The grouping of types of land use will become

knovrn as trprospective land uses.rt
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The analysis of the salient interest groups v¡i1I be accomplished

by investigation of three broad parts. Identification of the group

will be the first part. The amount of land currently devoted to

or used by the groups wil} indicate the relative importance or:

commitment of the group to the region and consequently forms the

second part. The third part introduces a futuristic aspect and

will be labelled aspirations. This term will mean the needs and

desires of those interest groups involved. The best way to deter-

mine these aspirations is by personal interview or questionnaíre.

As expressed earlier (p.49) it will be the policy of this thesis

to meet the needs and desires of the majority of the populace

wherever possible. This third part is especially important wtren con-

sidering groups wtrich are not presently involved in land use in the

region and are thus not given consideration in part two. An example

of how these parts might be expressed will be very beneficial at this

point. By expressing these parts in chart form such as below, the

present and future land use situation for the region can be rep-

resented in a comprehensible and effectíve surunary.

AspiratÍons (future land
use needs or desires)

Sa1íent Interest
Group

Existing Land Use
Commi tment

(]) Ajax Pulp Co.

(2) Parks Branch
( Provincia 1

Govrt)

expand lease area to 600 sq.
miles and expand pulp mill
production within I0 years

from 5 to 25 sq. miles of
lake and stream area close
to highway lfL2 to be used
for a provÍncial park

400 sq. miles of
leased land

nil
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Where is Ehe information available to fill ín the blank spaces

of the chart? Much of Ehís information or data will have become

apparent during the data collection phase of the resource analysis.

Many of Èhe groups and agencies contacted for data at that time

are líkely to be Ín a positíon to aid in providing information

for thís part of the model. Field trips to the region can be of

Ínvaluable assistance ín gathering this sort of information and

possÍbly of more importance ín acquaintíng the people and groups

of the area with the study which is being undertaken. ThÍs ele-

ment of the model al1ows a means by which some of the reactÍons

of these groups can be expressed and input into our decision-making

mode I .

The exÍsting land use commítment can be accurately determíned

by researching the files of government agencíes such as the Lands

Branch or the Land Titles Offíce. The best way to accurately

summarize the aspirat,ions of the groups is by personal intervÍew

wÍÈh a member or person who is in a responsible positÍon. Most

of the groups or índividuals examined will become quíte obvious

or visÍble wíthout too much investigatíon. Some of the future land

uses may be the result of individual acËions such as the building

of summer cot.tages or country residences. It is not. likely that

the people involved in this type of land use will be part of a

group or organization expecially if they are not presently abiding

in the region. These more nebulous land use aspirations must also

be considered, however, even if only by accurate estimation.
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This element of the model is probably the mosr highly volaÈile

part. in regard to change and will therefore require the closest.

scrutiny in monitoring and updating.

The interaction between the existing interest groups and the

physícal resources of the study region ín the past Ís expressed

by the exist,ing land uses and activities which constÍÈute the presenr

character and sítuation of the region today.

(c) Existing Acrivítíes:

This element wí11 serve as a condensation or consolidation

of the other e lements which have thus far been used to describe

the existing conditions in the region beíng studied. The conden-

saÈÍon will be in the form of a map and accompanying explanatory

text. Because this map will be directly related to the rrsalient

interest grouprt element, ít wilI be more explanaEory and helpful

Èhan a simple land use map. rn other words, this map will not only

Índicate what use is beíng made of a piece of land but also who

(in general terms) is making use of it.. ln essence then, this map

wÍ11 be a combÍnatÍon existÍng land use and land disposition map.

Among other thíngs, Ít will be beneficial as a reference sorrcà

when considering the other elements of the mode1.

rt is often true that existing activíties of a regíon have

profound effects on what activities are 1Íkely to occur there in

future. Economists speak of multiplier effects and spin off resulting

from the location of a certaín type of industry in a given area.



For example:

A sËeel mill has a higher leverage effec[ than a tex-
tíle mi11 lvith the same payroll f or trro reasons: it
may make larger local purchases of transport, water,
electric poh,er and possible limestone and coal; and
it ís likely to attract linked firms: metal fal¡rica-
tíng p lants , .okã-Ñãr,3, ref actories , chemica I , and
the like. The textile mi11 by contrast, has 1Íttle
agg,lomerative attracLion and ligríted demands for 1o-
c" I prodr.r.t sither tt*" f iber . 56

The point here is that one or any

of the regíon may have the potenríal to

Bl.

the existíng activitíes

is ín the process of

of

or

attractíng other actÍvities I-o the region. This point requires

consideratíon when the analysis of the regionrs existíng condition

(including the resource analysis and the salíent interest group

elements) attempts to derive what future or prospective land uses

are 1ike1y to be vieing for space within the study regíon. If

this very important point is víewed in a cyclical matlner, one

becomes a\^rare that in future, todayr s prospective land uses will

become existing activities I^Ihat sort of multiplier effects can

be expected from them?

Consequently, this element must be considered along rvith the

prevíous elements of the rrexisting conditionsrl category in deciding

which can be con-horv to narro\./ dor.rn the possible lanC use types

sÍdered as prospective land uses.

signed co narrow down the possible

The arralysis is therefc¡re de-

types of land use likely to

Stewart , C.T. Jr. ,
Nov. L959 pp 327

Economic Base
- 336.

s6 Dynamics J,and Economics.
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occur in the future. For example, if the study l:egion was corn-

prised of some 5rOOO land units (quarter-sections) and after.the

analysis of data was compÌeted, a sylvfAp run made, it could resurt

in designating l-Bo units physicatly suited to pasture or grazi'g.

The next modeJ category üren is the one which has been

labelfed lrprospective activitiesrr.

Prospective Activities :

(a) Prospective Land Uses:

Consideration of the existing condí

will result in a

to occur in the

list of the categories

future such as i grazing,

tíons of the study region

of regíonal land use f.ikely

intensive recreation,

extensive recreation, urbanized areas, pulpwood cutting, coLtage

subdivisions, country resÍdential sÍtes, etc. What is being sug-

gested here is that if these land use categories are considered

1ike1y future prospects, then such regional land uses as cereal

crops, dairy farming, and marlcet gardening have been eliminated

as possíb1e prospective land uses. Consequently the land use

categories cleemed prospective will simply be listed to form this

element of the modeI. The problem or question of deciding which

prospective land use will result in the best, second best, to'tnilth

best use for the regíon will be resolved by the application of the

economic criteria introduced in Chapter 3 to be discussed next.

(b) Economic Criterion:

This element has to do firstly rvith the quantífication of some
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aspects of huma¡r satisfaction (see page 27) rvhich may be derived

by each category of prospective land use. This quantification

is by no means a complete picture of human satisfaction, however

it should give sonre basis for judgement rsithin the giuen limits

ie. the use of the, dollar figure. An example might give a much

more clear picture of the steps which are involved here.

. The rural-urban fringe o.ffers an excellant sample situation.

Assume a parcel of Ímprorred farm land in this fringe area, cu::rently

being used for the production of cereal crops. Aiso assume that

there is a desire or demand to use this same land for urban expansion

in the form of a residential subdÍvision. Below are the economic

considerations which effectively demonstrate which of these land

uses rvi I1 result ín the grcatest volume of human satis f actiorr,

neasured on the basis of one year.

(i) Human"satisfaction derived from crop use on a small
f arm.) t

fnvestment in land -
$7r300. for 555 acres or

73 00
555

Crop entcrp::i se investment -
$9,02I. for 555 acres or

902r
555 $16.25 per acrefyear

Value of production per improved acre SlB.83 per acrefyear

$ 13. 10 per acre

Indicatíon of the
amount of lruman satisfaction
derived from the use of thÍs
land for cereal crop production

TOTAL $48. rB
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(2) Human satisfaction deri'n'ed from a residential
subdivi si on "

Assuming a residential lot is valued at $2rOOO
and r+hen ammortized, at BoÁ over 20 yearse its
value rsould be 2OOO x "O4 = $1BO per lct per
year. If five lots ryere developed per acre,
an acre of land used for residential purposes
rr'ould equal 5 x 1BO = pOO.per acre per year,

The $9OO. figure alone indicates that a greater amount of

human satj.sfaction could be derivecl if the parcel of land being

used for crop production rvas to be used for residential develop-

ment. The use of such dollar figures to represent human satis-

faction is no longer considered valid by many including some

economists. It must therefore be stressed again that these figures

represent only one aspect of human satisfaction but one rrihich

is important since it is easy to understand and a1lor,¡s for quanti-

fication of the various elements with respect to a single common

denominator.

There are many other factors or means of econonic rneasurement

r,¡hich could be used in making decisions about land use, however,

many of them have to do with evaluation of the effects of land use

after the initial locational decisions have been made. The value

of the economic criteria suggested here mainly has to do v¡ith ec-

onomic justification for deciding which competing land use is likely

to satisfy the greatest volume of human wants or desires.

The location of the land, whích is desired by more than one

use, is of importance in determíning the volumes of human satis-

faction likely to result from each of the competing activities.
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lf, hoivever, 
" 

hvpgthetical piece of land is considered for each

actÍvity or prospective land use, an indication cÕuld be-,ierived

as to the volume of human sarisfaction that each activity might

produce. For example: consider a.quarter-section of land r.¡hj.ch

is physícally suited to Lhe grazíng of feeder cattle. The volume

of human satisfac'tion likely to be produced by this unit of land

used for this activiLy could be derived in a similar manner as

the cereal crop vs. residential subdivisíon example. The result

of this exercise v¡ould be a dollar figure which would repr:esent

the amount of human satisfaction produced by a quarter-section of

land physically suited to grazíng and being used for grazing.

(c) Banking of Prospective Land Uses:

The same'exercise could then be carried out for arl of the

other prospective land uses of a region ancl the result v,,oulcl be

a list or rankÍng of the prospective activities, ranked from the

one 1Íkely to produce the greatest volume of human satisfaction

to the one likely to produce the least volume of human satisfaction.

The ranlcing which has beed clescribed here is in fact a separate

model element from theItprospectíve Iand usesrrancl the reconomic

criterionrr. At this stage of the model one \{ould have a sumrnary

of the prospective land uses ranked according to the volumes of

human satisfaction they would likely produce given the same size

area of land with the. same physical attributes. ThÍs could be

likened to the demand factor inherent in economic demand and sup-

ply models"
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Supply of Lan4:

(a) Envíronmental criteria:

ïn the previous cl iscussions about the resoul:ce anal)'sis ele-

me.nt-, there was mention made about holv the envÍronmental criteria

could be used to determÍne what land units are intrinsically suÍted

to what prospective land uses or actÍvitíes. A sample illustration

will make clear hor.¡ these envÍronmental criteria might be used to

determine what land units are physically suited to rvhat activities.

Consider the activity or prospective land use te::med recre-

ational cotLage development. Depending upon the type and extent

of physical data rvhich is Ín the computer as a result of the re-

source analysis, judgments must be made about what aspecls of the
physical environment are compatible with this type of development.

The soil type, slope, tree species and density as rvell as proximity

to lake or stream shoreline are al1 variables wliÍch affect the

J-ocation of recreational cottage developmenLs. The specifics of

these variables (eg. less than 10% slope) musr rhen be decicjed

upon by experts in this form of der¡elopment. These specifics

essentially constitute Èhe environmental criteria and, as mentioned

in the rrresource analysistr element, a short computer program is

written which rrk, tt," computer to prÍnt-out al1 the land units

whÍch exhibit these specÍfic characteristics. A computer s\?lAp

can then be made showing the location of all these chosen land

units within the region.
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explanation. For example, if there v¡ere only eight quarter-sections

in the whole region physically suited to cereal crop procluction,

these eight land uníts could be expr:essed thus:

Nr^rQOS-5I-25-5
s\^rQ32 -5I-26_5
NrórQl6 -s2-23-5
NEQrB- s2-23-5
SEQZ t ^52-23-5
swQ03- 52-24-s

..NEQO4-52-24-5
sEQ05 -52-24-s

Each line represents one quarter-sectíon rvhích is physically suitecl

to cereal crop production. For example, NWQ05-5I-25-5 means the

norËhwest quarter-section of section 5, township 51, range 25, west

of the 5th meridian.

Regardless of horv this locatÍona1 ínformatÍon is expressed,

The same exercise could be carried out for each of the pros-

pective land uses with a set of environmental critería being es-

tablíshed for each of these activitÍes. The resulcs will be a

map and a listing of the land uníts physically suited to each of

the prospective land uses. The number of these maps and their

accompanying lists of land units will of course depend upon the

number of prospective land uses being considered.

(b) Supply of Land (for each prospective land use):

The maps indicating land units physically suited to whatever

prospective land use they depict are quite self-explanatory. The

lists representing tlre sarne informaLion, horvever, may require some
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in map or rist form, the next logicar step is to determine horr,

attractive these land uní't.s are likely to be for the activities

to rrùrich they are physically suited. rf it is assumed that the

attractatrility of each la.nd unit wirl depend upon the amount and

quality of the infrastructural ele¡nents (see page J2) avaí1ab]e

to the land unit being considered. The supply of land for each

prospective l-and use then rqill be accornpanied by an analysis of

the availabl-e infrastructure rchich in turn forms a separate model

element "

(c) Ðxisting Irll]rastructure .

The roadsr por{or lines, urban service centers etc. could all

be displayed on the computer suitability maps by use of a separate

computer program. For the purpose of this thesis however, this

information will be displayed on a transparent material. The trans-

parency will simply be overlaid onto the maps depicting the land

units intrinsically suíted to the prospectíve land uses. This

relatively simple procedure can give a good indication of the land

units which are not only physically suited to a prospectíve use

but are al.so ínfrastructurally suíted. It can also inclicate those

land units which, though physically suited to a prospective use,

will not be attractive from an infrastructure point of view.

Since each activity is likely to have different infrastruc-

tural requirernents, separate judgments will have to be made for

each prospecLive land use. For example, po\,rer and te lephorre lines

are not necessary for pulprvood cutting, horvever, they would be aI-
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most essential for a group of country residential sites.

ff any information is available about future constructíon of

the regionts infrastructure, it can be of great herp in determining

utrich l-and units are rikely to be better serviced in üre near

future. This predictive venture will only be necessary until

such time as a Regionar Pran has been adapted. At this time any

future construction would be a co-ordinated effort tied to the plan.

For many types of prospective r-and use the availability and

quality of ground \.rater supply is a very important factor which

may be consÍdered infrastructural in nature Íf iL Ís not included

in the resource analysis.

The result of thís infrastructural consideration should be

an objective ranking of all the land units for each prospective

use as to their attractiveness for that use. For example, of the

eight quarter-sections mentioned as a previous example (see page 91),

five of them might be ranlced highry attractive for cereal crop

production (from an infrastructural point of vier*¡) because they

are serviced by an al] weather road accompanied by power and

telephorre lines. The remaining three quarter-sections might be

ranked l-ess attractive l¡ecause they are serviced only by a seasonal

road wíth no power or telephone lines rvithin ten miles.

(d) Ranl(ing of Supply of Land (for each prospective land use):

For the purpose of this thesís, quarter-sections lvi11 be rankecì

in two categories only, ie those which are at present infrastruc-

turally suited to the prospective land use and those lacking suf-
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An overview of the model elements elabora[ed on to this point

reveals a ranking of the prospective land uses according to their

ability to satisfy human wants and a ranking of che supply of land

units physically capable of supporting these uses and infrastruc-

turally suited to them. The procedures involved in arriving at

this stage should, in real-tife, give the planners ínvolved a con-

síderable appreciation for the region and horv it is likely to develop

Formulation of Alternative Plans:

(a) Combination of supply and prospectÍve land uses:

This element of the model wíll be responsible for suggesting

alternative ways of dealing with the land available and the land.

uses expected in the study region. Mention has already been made

of the likelihood of more than one prospective use of land being

fícÍent infrastructure. The second category will therefore repre-

sent areas which could be attractive to the prospective land use

being considered if suítabIe infrastructure were constructed. As

such, the quarter-sections in this category could be considered

areas for possible future expansion of a gíven land use.
physically suited to and equarry attracted to the same avail-abre

land unit. For the purpose of flris thesis, this competition for

equally suitable land will be resolved by the use of the economic

criterion discussed earrier in deriving the ranking of prospective

land uses" Ttle point here is that this hypothetical- situation could

be resolr'ed in ¡nore than one way, each having desirable and uncle-

sirable repurcussions or aspects.
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(b) Alcernarives:

Large scale land use zoning could be one alternati.ve example

of how the previous model elements could be combined to fulfill

the goal of the model. Ìn other wordsrta means of ensuring that

the crown and crown leased lands of the regíon are usecl and dis-

posed of in such a vray as to result ín a planned and integrated

pattern of land use for the benefit of present and future citizens.rr

This form of legal constraínt upon or implied direction for devel-

opment has been suggested for large areas or regions. An exarnple

of suggested regional zoning is evídent in the NaEional parks

Policy of Canada.

SpecifÍcal1y rhe purpose of a zoning plan is to de_
fine areas within the park in accordance with accep_
table use and development. Ìt would detail not only
type and extent of acceptable use and developrnent,
but also acceptable means of access to each of the
zoned areas. The extremes of. a zoníng plan rr¡oulcl
be a wilderness area on one hand, and a permanent
townsite on the other, but either extremes rvould
not necessarily be part of a zoning plan for every
park. LackÍng a zoning plan, eventually parks may
fÍnd themselves without a suitable wilclerness area,
without lakes or valleys that are accessible only
by foot, horse or canoe, or wíthout other of the
many qualities.6hat are part of the reason for their
establishment.'"

.{ zoning plan could be devised for the study regio'on the

basis of the previous model parts and as such could constitute
one alternative means of accomplishing the model goal. The model

elemeuts labelled I'alternativesttlvill consÍst of a rvriLten text

describing the alternative as well as a map (rvhere applicable).

The map wiII express graphically rhe partern of land use which
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might be expected of or desired from each of the alternatives so

de scr í bed

Another alternative rneans of accomplishing the same goal

would be to establish a planning and development committee or

board which would judge each applÍcatíon for 1ancl use on its or,¡n

meriE. This method of land use control mÍght be somewhat analogous

to the actions which were taken by- the Brítish Board of rrade.

This Board of Trade was charged rvith making decisions about regional

industrial locations, and its control was in the form of rndustrial

Development certÍficates.59 A fÍrm wíshing to locate a new plant

of any apprecíabIe sÍze had tb, under the Distribution of Industries

Act of 1945, obtain a Certificate from the Boarci.

It is not suggested that development cerËificaLes constitute

an alternative, however an administrative framelork such as the

aforementioned Board of rrade could form an alternative means of

accomplishing the sort of land use pattern described in the mociel

goa1.

The zoning plan

only two suggested a

and the above admÍnistrat.ive structure are

lternative means of arriving at the same goal.

5B
Queenr s Printer 0t.tawa
Historic Pa::ks Branch,
Developmcnt of Canada.

, Nat iona I Pa::ks Po l icy
Dept. of I¡rdian Af fairs
p. 17,

NatÍonaI and
and Nortlrern

ROr/ Lee, D., (f 969). Regional Plarrning and T,ocation of Industry.
Lonclon.
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It is quite likely that other alternatives might also be developed.

The very important point here ís that regardless of what alterna-

tives are suggested, all of them will initially be based upon the

previous model elements and especially the rankings of the pros-

pective land uses and the rankings of the supplies of land for

these activities.

Ilhen the model is tested, a much better understanding of the

model elements and function can be expected. There are only three

model elements which remain to be discussed hypothetically before

the model will be tested in a real-life situation. These remain-

ing elements are those which are not strictly part of a model and

which are considered in this thesis to be more in the realm of po-

litical rather than model functions.

Eva lua tion:

Essentially, this element asks the question - what would hap-

pen if? consequently it entails a view to the future in trying

to determine how land use decisions, inherent in each alternatíve,

would affect the future pattern of land use for the region. This

and the final two model elements have been included as part of

this thesis mainly to indicate the direction or procedure that

should be followed upon completion of the model stage of the plan-

ning process.
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What is required of this element then is to determine which

alternative or combínatíon thereof vrould best accomplish the or-

igínaI land use goal. l.lany of the factors whi-ch formed and or

derived previous model elements will directly ínfluence evaluaLion

and thus any changes in previous elements must be immediately con-

sídered in the evaluation process.

An importanL aspect of evaluation has to do with the compe-

tance of those responsible for it. It is suggested that such

an ' .. evaluation must be. one rvhich is carried out by all those

concerned r.¡ith that which is being evaluatecl . In other words,

evaluatÍon of land use possíbilities for a region should include

inputs from all of the prevÍously mentioned trsalient interest

groupstr. rt is the authorts berief that a planner should not be

charged evaluating his orrae plan but rather it should be those

affected by the plan rr'ho evaluate it.

Reconlmendations for Action :

rt is expectecl that the evaluation process wirl result in

recornmendations for action, which will be political in nature"

These reconlmendations are likely to be flre result of the choice

of one of the arternatives suggested in the rnain body of the

moder" of major importance in so far as recommendations are

concemedr is the necessity for consideration of their ultirnate
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changeabi t i ty.

Monitcrring and Revierv ;

Even the smallest change in any of the prcvious model el.ements

coulcl easi ly be compounded to cause a nev.' alternative,. a nerv ev-

aluation and possibly a nevr recommendatíon. Tiiroughout the the-

oretical ciiscussion about the planning process, tlier-e was contin-

uous r:eference made about the ínevitable charrgeability of the com-

plex systems being dealt r¡ith. Tiris element ïepresents the 1or,,er

level control ref errecl to on page 1l rohich oper-atcs as a part of

the moclel structure. The higher leve1 control i-s analogous to the

clecÍsion-to plan or to the f ir-raI recommcndeci pl an.

ThÍs last and Ímportant element of tbc rnoclel Lies tþe model

structure togethcr by connecting the end rvj-th the beginning in a

cyclical fashi.on. Tn doing so Ít indicates hoiu. all of the pr-evious

moclel elements a-r-e ultimately responsible to the bcginníng goal.

Essentía11y this element irrvolves the necessity for perÍodic

updating and review of a1l the model el.ements and aIl the irrtricate

factors they rcpresent. ït,, only in this nlanncr that a real-

life situation can be controlled. Therefore this elenlent suggests

the necessity for an on-going review and constant re-evaluation of
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previous elements. rt arso concludes the discussion of the

elements of the model in detail.



TESTING THE MODEL

CHAPTER 6
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CHAPTER 6

TESTING THtr I'IODEL

The r*ord testing irnplies an attempt to pror.e an h)ry)othesis.

rt is used here, though, in a restrictive sense. since the author

is unarsare of a model similar to the one developed here, this

model cannot really be compared to or tested in vierc of a simirar

structure. consequently this chapter will therefore be a demon-

stration of how the model can be used in a rear-life situation.
The real-life situatíon to be used here exists in the llest

central portíon of the Province of Alberta. The introduction of

thís thesís explaÍns how the author became involved in regÍonal

studies with the Alberta Províncial Planning Branch in this part

of that province. The specific regíon chosen by the author to

be inc luded here has been labe 1 1ed the trHinton-Ye 1 loi..,head Corridor"6l

by the Planning Bra.nch. The Planning Branch considers this area

to be a region in view of the aggregate market area for the

only Town (Uinton), the influence of a nrajor highway (thus the

term Corridor) and the geographical and physiographical homo-

geneity of the land, as well as the flora and fauna.

A region is not an actual, distinctive, physical entity
which exists merely \.laiting to be discovered - its def-
initíon depends upon the criteria employed in defining
it and thus for the most part, upon the specific needs

6I Provincial Planning Branch (197f), op.cit.
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of the study.62
the rlHinton-YelIorr'head Corridortr is an area of land r,,hich

possesses enough of the measure of sameness of various charac-

teristics to distinguish it from its neighbours. rntegration

of this regionar plan with those for the adjacent regions will

produce a com¡tosite land use plan for the rshole Hinton-Yel-lowhead

study Area and ultimately a general plan for the area norv labelled

rmprovement District No. 74. Much of the information used in

this chapter has been suppried to the author by the aforementioned

Provinciat Planning Branch to whom he is very grateful"

The demonstration of how the model cán be used will take on

a similar form.to the way in which the model elements were des-

cribed in detaÍ1 (chapter 5). consequently, the first element

Èo be consídered in thís chapter wÍ11 be the rgoalsrr.

Goals:

The goals for this particular demonstrative region wíl I be:

62 Hamburg et al , (1964), Selecred Methods of Analysis for
Urban Econor¡ j.c Pl anning ancj Deve lopmerrt .

-

Dept. of InCernal
Affairs, Pennsylvania.
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to ensure that the Crown and Crown leased lands of the

trHinton-Ye l lowhead Corridort' be disposed of in such a \^ray

as to result in a planned and integrated pattern of land

use for the benefit of present and future citizens.

that any decisions made regarding regional land disposition

must be based upon solid environmental and economic criteria.

The general aspects of this and all the other model parts

have already been discussed in Chapter 5. For this reason, the

content about the model elements in this chapter, will consist

maÍnly of the results which have been attained for the tworkingst

of each of the model elements"

Set t ing :

(a) Location of Study Area:

The Hinton-Yellowhead corridor is located in west-central

Alberta extending from Tp. 47 to Tp. 53 and from Rge. 22 \tr5 to

Rge" 1 i^I6"(see Map 1) Ir forms parr of Improvemenr District 14

and covers 561 square miles. This area extends along Highway 16

from the East Gate of Jasper National Park to about I mile south-

west of Obed. Edson is located approximately 37 miles to the

east of the study area arrd Edmonton 164 miles to the east. llínton,

the only significant urban centre, is located in the central

portion of the region on the Athabasca River.
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(b) Desígnation of Boundaries:

Besides considering the market area for Hinton, the homo-

geneity of the geographicar and physiographical features plus

the influence of the Yellorr'head Highrray, attempt was made to

have the regional boundaries aLso coincide rvith those of the

units upon which the available data is based. Trvo data units

were given consideration: Enumeratio¡r Areas, as established by

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, and the Forest Management

Units of the Alberta Forest Service.

(c) Physical Resume:

(i) Ceology and Topography

In the lìinton-Ye11o¡.¡head Corridor the horizontal beds of the

rnterior Plains meet the up-turned strata of the Rocky Mountain

system. A foothills complex r^¡ith south¡vest facing scarp slopes

marks the transicion zone. This situation produces an extreme

varÍation in topography, ranging from level to mountainous and

generally increasing in relative relief in a southrvesterly direc-

t ion.

Three major dívisions can be distinguishecl in the llinton-

Yellowhead corridor: (1) Rocky MounLain Front Ranges, (Ð Rocky
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Mountain Foothills, and (3) rnrerior plaÍns. The Rocky Mountain

Front Ranges consíst of a number of northwesterly trending ranges

and val1eys, composed of a succession of overthrust sheets lying

between southwesterly dipping faults. spectacular ciiffs, u-shaped

valleys and alpine structure characterize Lhese these Front Ranges.

ThÍs mountainous area is underlain by carbonate, argillaceous and

arenaceous rocks of Devonian to ?ermian age. The high ranges are

mostly bare of overlying surficial material and have elevatÍons

of up to 8,000 feet above sea level.

The Rocky Mountain Foothills lie along the eastern margin

of the Front Ranges in a narror.r, northwesterly trending belt.

The eastern edge of the Foothills is marked by the east flank of

the Prairie creek AntÍcline in the vicinity of Hinton.63 Elevations

range from 31500 to 5,800 feet above sea level.

The fnterior Plains extend eastward from the Rocky Mountain

Foothills. This portion of rhe region is underlain by the paskapoo

Formation which consists of weakly consolidated sandstone, silt-

stone and shale of Paleocene 
^g..64 

Thin beds of gravel overlie

63- Roed, Murray 4., (1968), SurfÍcial Geology of rhe Edson _

Iitrto" at"". atu"rt* ThesÍs, university of Arbertã, Edrnonton,
Alberta, pp . l5 .

64
McCrossan, R G. and GIaister,
Society of Petroleum Geologist
Canada. Calgary, Alberta.

R.P., edÍrors , (1964), Alberra
s, Geological HÍstory of 't^Iestern
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the Paleocene sediments in the tableland areas. The portion of

the region in the rnterior Plains can be further divÍded into

loca1 unirs which are referred to as (l) taulelands, (z) bench-

lands, and (3) the Jarvis Lake va11ey. Tablelands are highlands

which have relatívely steep-sided slopes and flat tops, and are

commonly underlain by gravel deposits. Benchlands are character-

ized by a number of distinct benches or i11-defined terrace levels.

The Jarvis Lake valley trends obliquely across the regional struc-

ture grain of the subregion and Ís rimmed by bare bedrock cliffs

along much of its lengrh.

(ii) Hy¿rology

The Hinton-Yellowhead corridor fa11s withín the drainage

basins of the Athabasca, Mcleod ancl I,Iildhay Rivers. The Athabasca

River flows through the central portion of the region for 36 miles

in a northeasterly direction. The river originates in the Rocky

Mountains south of Jasper and drains an area of 41000 square miles

before reaching Hinton.

The Wíldhay River forms the

region for a distance of 15 miles

the area as far south as Peppers

After leaving the study area, the

Berland River which in turn joins

northwestern boundary of the

. The northwestern portion of

Lake drains into this river.

I^/i ldhay River f lows into rhe

the Athabasca River.

does not flow through theThe Mcleod River, although it
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region, provides lhe drainage system for the scutheastern portion

of the region. rt eventually florvs into the Athabasca Ríver at

I^Ihitecourt.

(iii) SoiIs

successful strategies of land use are highly dependent on

thorough comprehension of the soil resource. The basic task

in using soil is to preserve its favourable features and to

prevent or control ur¡favoural¡le characteristics. It is for

this reason that a thorough knowledge of the soil and the

faccors responsible for its development is so important.

The Hinton-Yellowheacl Corridor has been subdivided into two

soíl areas based on the distributional patterns of the soÍ1 resource.

A brief description of parent materials, topography and soils

for each planning unit follows

Soil Area I

This unit ís essentially a rectangular area of land situated

betr+een Brule Lake and Hinton. rt is characterized by complex

topography arising from the long, irregular, bedrock controlled

slopes leading dorvnward to the Athabasca River and Maskuta creek.

The area is underlain by intensely folded shales, sandstones and

conglomerates, above which is found a very cobbly, high linie till

of cordilleran origin. Overlying these deposics is a blanker of
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coarse textured loess which is 50 - B0 feet thick in the vicinity

of Brule Lake but thins very rapíd1y to a rhickness of L - 2 feet

near Hinton. soils formed on the loess have distinct, partially

humifÍed surface horizons, lime carbonates throughout the sola,

and mildly alkaline soil reactíons.

Soils of this area have a long history of loess accretion,

the periodic occurrence of which continues to the present. Rego-

solic soils occur at the eastern portion of the area where accretion

is least. fntermedÍate positions are occupíed by Brunisolic soi1s.

Poorly drained depressions are occupied by Gleysolic and organic

soi ls.

Soí1 Area 2

Area 2 extends down river from Area I. It is ídentical to

Area r in all respects except that the loess deposit is seldom

more than 12 inches thick. Also, the soils lack distinct Ah

horizonsr may or may not have lime carbonates throughout theír

sola, and are slightly less alkaline. This area occupies the

central poltion of the Athabasca River valley, extending up the

val1ey walls to about the mídslope position.

Elevation and associated climate exert strong influences on

soíl morphology in this area. Below tree line the soils are very

shallow, but are essentially sirnilar to the Luvisolic and Brunisolic
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soils described for the Foothills. Above tree line the incidence

of Luvisolic soils decreases drastically and soils with an accu-

mulation of Ah material (Alpine Brunisols) become more common.

All soils, however, are rather loose and fragile, and therefore

subject to erosion if disturbed"

(iv) ctimare

The Hinton-Yellowhead Corridor lies in the Boreal Climate

zone" This indicates an average temperature of 50oF or more for
Ê

a period of one to three months of the year. Thís climate zone

is also characterized by long severe wínters and short surnmers

that produce a wide variety of conditions and generally small

amounts of precipitation.

The Entrance weather stat.ion, operated by the Mínistry of

Transport, is the only source of climatic data wíthin the region.

However, the Jasper station experiences climatic conditions similar

to those of the mountainous portions of the area. Tab1e I presents

the available data for these weather stations.

(v) plora

The whole of the Hinton-Yellowhead Corridor, exceptíng a few

mountaÍnous and barren areas along the boundary with Jasper Nationa

Park, is characteristically BoreaI Forest. The vegetatÍon map

(see map 4) indicates that most of the region Ís covered by nacural
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vegetation. The deciduous areas are predominantly aspen poplar

(Populus tremuloides) and balsam poplar (populus balsamifera).

Irrhite birch (Betula papvrifera) may be found along rhe banks of

rivers and in the moist wooded areas, whire silverberry willow

(Elaeagnus commutata) is common on the higher soils and dry hill-

sides. Pin cherry (Prunus pensylvaniea) and choke cherry (prunus

virginíana) are also found in the area.

Large fully-stocked stands of lodgepole pine (pinus conrortus)

are found in the northwestern and southern portions of the region.

The remainder of the coniferous covered areas are predominantly

white spruce (Picea glauca) with some mixed stands of white spruce

and black spruce (Picea. maríana). some balsam fir (Abíes balsamea)

and larch (Larix laricina) can also be found in the region.

A unique biotic area exists in many of the mountainous portíons

of the region. The alpine and sub-a1píne meadows with their stunted

shrubery, grasses and sedges exhibit a very delicate floral con-

dition. These organisms require an undisturbed natural setting

with sufficíent sunlight and growing season in order to survíve

Lhe harsh winters.

(vi) f ish and L¡ild1ife

The main specÍes of fish present in the region are rainbow

trout, brook trout, and northern pike. sport fishíng in thÍs area

occurs mainly in sma1l lakes although some stream fishing takes

place in Jarvis and Drinnan creeks. The most popular lakes for

f ishing are I^Iildhorse Lake, Kínky Lake, and those in the Jarvis
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Lake chain. These lakes are usually stocked on an annual basis.

walleye eggs are being planted in the lower end of Jarvis creek

in an attempt to introduce this species to Gregg Lake. Northern

pike are plentiful in Jarvis and Gregg Lakes.

The followíng species of big game animals are found in the

region: Moose, Elk, Mule Deer, I{hite-tailed Deer, Rocky Mountain

Bighorn Sheep, Rocky Mountain Goat, Black Bear, and Grizzly Bear.

Table 2 shows the estimated densities of big game ungulates in the

study area.

TABLE 2

ESTIMATED?K UNGULATE DENSITIES IN THE HINTON-

YELLOI{HEAD CORRIDOR

Spec ie s

Moose

Elk

Mule Deer

I^ihite-tai led Deer

Caribou

Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep

Rocky Mountain Goats

Animals per square mile

0.6

0.5

3.0

0.5

rraces

2.0

1.5

:k Densit.y est,imates are based on averages of aerial big game
population surveys and on the researcherts experience with the
species and area involved.

Research information provided by: Mr. Gerry M. Lynch, Regional
Wildlife Biologist, Fish and Wildlife Division, Department
of Lands and Forests, Edson, Alberta.
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LittIe is known about actual bear densities, but both black

and grizzly bears âre common in the study area.

Ruffed grouse and spruce grouse are the most abundant species

of upland game birds in the Hinton-yellowhead corridor. Blue

grouse and ptarmigan are also present in the area. Native grouse

populatÍons tend to be cyclic, peaking at approximate 10 year in-

tervals. I,Iaterf owl populations in the study area are of litt 1e

significance.

species of fur bearers found in the study area include Fisher,

Martin, Red squirrel, Mink, In/easel, and varying Hare. Anímals

classed as carnivorous for bearers and present in the area include

Timber Wolf, Fox, Coyote, I,Iolverine, Skunk and porcupÍne.

(d) History of Settlement and Land Use:

The first white settlers were drawn to this heavíly forested

foothills area by the abundance of fur bearing animals, ripe for
trapping. several pack trails crossed through the area in these

early days of the middle and lare l800rs. The north-south traíl,

known as the Great Northern Traí1 followed along the foothills,

through Rocky Mountain House, Luscar and up to Dawson creek, B.c.

This trail was the main route to the peace Ríver country and es-

tablished this arears maín town, Hinton, as an outfittíng centre.

Another trail wound west through the area toward Jasper, Tete

Jaune cache and out to the pacif ic coast. This easc-r^7est rouÈe

fell ínto temporary dÍsuse afrer rBB5 when the canadian pacific
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Railrvay was builr through calgary, hor+ever it came back inco focus

around 1905 when it was surveyed as the route for two transcon-

tinental railways, the Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian Norchern.

The Town of Hinton experienced íts first boom in 1912 as it
became the headquarters for the firm respo'síb1e for the construc-

tíon of the Grand Trunk pacific Railway.

At the outbreak of l.Iorld war T, the Grand rrunk pacific was

being constructed along Èhe east shore of Brule Lake while the
canadian Northern was proceedi'g along the r+est slr.or.e. Both

rairways ran ínto financiar difficurties and eventuarly went

bankrupt. Parts of eacrr newry built rine rsere abandoned and

a few months later, steer that had been laid a yeaÍ: or so

earlier was taken up and shipped east and to Europe for wartime

railways. The canadian National Railway was later formecr of
the tr'¡o banlcrupt lines and rvas constructed along the west shore of

Brule Lake since the east shore was found to be made inconvenient

and hazardous by excessive amounts of continually browing sand.

Though no rails remain on the east shore, the tíes, telegraph

poles and a weather beaten railroad station of the Grand rrunk

Pacific still remain as reminders of a great railway race across

the pral'.ries towards Canadars west coast.

rn the mÍd 1920t s, a coal mÍning operation at llirrton meant

a population of 2r000, however an explosion rvrecked the mine and
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the future of Hinton by 1928, The town was reduced to a v¡histle

s top.

IE wasnrt until 1954 Èhat another boom rvas to be experienced

by the Tor.¡n of Hinton. This was in the form of pulpwood which

has been referred to as rtgreen goldrr. rn t.he spring of 1954 the

St. Regis Paper Company and North Canadian Oils Ltd. joinrly an-

nounced plans for the fínancing and constructÍon of a bleached

sulphate pulp mill at B1íss townsite (later part of Hinton) to be

known as North western Pulp and Power. By Ig55, construction had

begun on the mill and Hinton saw its population jump from 180

to 3,000 in three years. Pulpwood cuLting began early in 1956

and the official opening of rhe Hinton mill to.ok place in 1957.

The present population of the town is in excess of 51000.

The doubling of t.he size of the mill operation between 1971

and 1973, the increased highway traffic along the recently opened

Yellowhead Route and the nuaerous recreational opportunitÍes to

be found in this foothills setting, seem to indicate continued

eeonomic growth for Hinton and the surrounding area.

ExÍsting Activities:

(a) PuIp producrion:

The whole of the study region falls within

by the Provincial Gorrernment as a trGreen Arearr.

d

65

vasL area designed

The majority

Ilinisterial 0rder 34/70, (June 3/70), describes rhe Green Area
as being: Forest Lands not available for agriculture other than
grazÍng. Provincial public lands are managed for niultiple pur-
poses including forest production, water, recreation, fish and

wÍl.dlife, grazing and industrial development. Alberta Dept. of
Lands ancl Forests.

65
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of the region is covered by very good timber stands and the North

I{estern Pulp and Power Company (NWpp) is consequently the major

industry of the region.

clear-cut methods are used to harvest the timber (at present

coniferous only). FulIy forested patches are left next to a clear

cut paËch" The clear cut patches are scarified (furrowed or tilled)

such that seed cones from the ful1y forested patches may fall on

a good seed bed. rf natural regeneration is not sufficient after

seven years, the company is required to undertake artificial plantíng.

ïn general, NI{PP leases land for a ter-m- of eighty years wíth

an option to renew. rt is expected that by the end of this term

the areas cut over will have regenerated to the poínt where they

wÍll be ready for a new harvest"

Smaller companies who had leases,

tímber in the region before NWpp establ

out their lease, have for the most part

NI^IPP lease" Consequently, this company

most influential land user in the study

lícenses or permits to cut

ished their plant and took

been usurped by the new

is the largest and possÍbly

regíon.

(b) Pgblic Lands - Parks and Recreation:

The second largest category of land disposition is land which

remains as crown or public land. rn the western and especially

the southern portíons of the region there are large areas of crown

land. Thís land remains crown maínly because the terrain is
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nlountainous and the provincial Government has been maintaining

it as ryilderness area.

Entrance Provincial Park is located in the north-central

portion of the region. Jarvis and Blue Lakes are within the park

boundaries. Boat launches and primitive campsites66 are available

to the general public while a CanadÍan Forces Survival School and

an Outdoor Recreation Research Center serve as traÍning and research

facilities for more limited governmena 
"or,."rrrr.

The Alberta Dept. of Highways maintains three primítíve camp-

síËes along that portion of Highway 16 which runs through the study

region. The authorrs resear.h6T t"g"rding tlre users of these

campsÍtes revealed people from all walks of lÍfe employing al1

manner of camping equipment. Two very pertÍnent points derived

from this research were:

(l) over three quarters of those íntervierved were just stopping

The term primitive campsites wí11 be used Ëo indicate camping
areas with such facilities as outdoor lavatoríes, picnic
tables, campfire pits and limited shelrer cook houses. ser-
víced campgrounds, in comparíson, will be considered those
with facilities such as: servage dumping areas, showers, clothes
washers and dryers, and possibly a store and gas station nearby.

one hundred campsite user questÍonnaires were distributed
in the sununer of 1970 by the author. This research was car-
ried out r,^¡hiIe .he was employed by the Alberta provincial
Planning Branch.

66

67



over either for a fevr hours or for one night

from Jasper National Park.

Q) More than one half of the campers expressed

serviced campgrounds, and were also wiliing

use of these facilities. (Dept. of Highways

rzs.

enroute to or

a desire for more

to pay for the

campsites are

free of charge. )

officials of Jasper Park are concerned with the continual

overcrowdíng of the serviced campgrounds and overnight tourist

facilities in their park during the summer months. Rather than

expand these facilities within the park, the officials would prefer

Lo have campers stay overnight outsíde of the park and then travel

to the park proper on a day user basis. The Town of Jasper, which

ís the focal point for most tourists, is about thirty-five miles

from the east gate of the park (western boundary of the Hinton_

Yellowhead region). MÍette HoË springs, another touríst attrac-

tÍon in Jasper Park, is closer to the east gate than it is to the

Town of Jasper. Park officials are therefore hopeful that over-

night facilities carì be developed in the study region to relieve

pressure on the Park. Thís desire has been transmitted to the

Provincial Government agencies responsibre for parks, tourÍsm,

and recreation.

The Town of Hinton

daries and with the aid

purchased land within the town boun-

experts and students from the Alberta

has

of
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Forestry School (in HÍncon)

large serviced campground to

has also experienced a rapid

last few years.

(c) Commercial Tourism:

are planning to design and build a

saiisfy some of this need. The Town

rate of r¡otel construction in the

The Alberta Department of Highways and Transport Planning

Branch conducted an origin-destination analysis on Highivay 16

west of Hinton in June, Lg70. Of the 2547 vehicle occupants in-

Êerviewed, 2082 or 81.7% were travellÍng to or fr:om some form of

social or recreational activity. It is no wonder that private

índividuals and groups are interested in such business ventures

as motels and servÍced campgrounds in the sEudy region. These

types of development have been confined to the Town of Hinton and

an area near the east gate to Jasper Park known as Drystone Creek

commercial site. The reason for this confÍnement Ís largely due

to the desire of t.he Department of Híghways and other governm'ent

agencies to mainr-ain a trgreen-corrÍdortt al.ong that portion of

Híghrvay 16 which runs through the srudy region.

The commercial actívities at Drystone Creek include two

guest ranches and a serviced campground ru'ith cabins for rent and

a gas station.

Besides the t,ransient tourist trade resulting from people

passing Èhrough the region on their way to or from Jasper, hunters,
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fishermen and those interested in other more passive fornls of rec-

reation can and have been finding the foothills setting of the study

region an excerlent attraction in it-self. Many have inclicated a

desire to estabrish summer residences in the region. As of the

summer of L97L, some Joo Albertans had submitted their names for

summer cottages in this region. of these t 353 rvere Edrnonton resi-

dents (Edmonton is about 2OO miles from this region) "

(d) PrÍvate Summer Cottages:

The Alberta Department of Lands and Forests maintains rigid

control over thÍs form of development in the study regÍon and in

all areas of the Green Zone (see page r2r). Areas are selected

which appear to have good potentÍa1 for cottage developrnent; l:oads

are collstructed when required; and 10ts are surveyed by Lands

Branch, Dept. of La'ds and Forestd. The.means of disposíng of

lots and controllÍng development are as follows:

- any resident of Alberta interested in obtaining a lot re_

cords his name with the Lands Branch

- these names are, on a specific day, drarvn from a hat,

the fÍrst dr:awn having his choice of lots and so on until all lots

are disposed of

- in. order to maintain the rease, a cottage must be erected

after the first two years, and flris structure must meet nlinimum

specifications similar to those of the National Buirding cocle

(see Appendix B)

- the individuaL has the option to buy the lot after the

structure has been erected

- the usual cost to purchase the rot is ten times the yearly
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renta I

- íf a cottage is not

rentor may have to forfeít

1i st

erected after the first t$ro years, the

his lot to someone else on the waiting

Two such subdivisions have taken place at Gregg Lake near

the northern boundary of the study region. Fifty-two lots have

been surveyed and disposed of here and there are many names still

on the waiting list for lots ar Ëhis cottage subdÍvision. A second

site has been suggested at Brule on Brule Lake however the road

is poor and the site ís not suited to this form of development.

No subdivisíon has taken place for summer cottages at Brule.

Due to the difficulty in keeping roads clear ín the winter

months and in the general servicing of these sites (often without

porder or telephone), there is a regulation statÍng that these

cottages may not be inhabíted all year long.

(e) CounËry Residences:

This term is used here to describe a peïmanent year round

residence outside of an established urban area. This form of land

use is evident to a limited extent in the study region and is for

the most part concentrated near Hinton and close to Highway 16.

ïn many cases, land being used in this manner is also used

to raise horses and cattle. For example, a feedlot operation

being installed on part.of the land being leased to the Athabasca

Ranch will be used to raise bulls for breeding purposes.
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(f) Grazing:

Most of the land now being used for this purpose is leased

either as a grazing lease or as a miscellaneous lease" This activíÈy

is not well developed in the study region as the clÍmate is not

especía1ly suited to it and because the necessary marketing facil-

ities are not avaílable" Many of the people living in the Town of

Hinton have expressed the desire for land on which Lo graze horses

for their personal recreation. rt has been suggested that a

private stable would be the best means of providing for this need,

however nothing as yet has been undertaken.

(e) Other Land Use Tnfluences:

( i) Coal Strip-Míning

The Alberta foothills have extensive deposíts of coal whÍch

was origína1ly mined to provide fuel for the steam locomotives.

Even before the railways converted to diesel engines, these original

mining operations r¡rere beginning to close down due to inadequate

markets. rn recent years however coal has been strip-mined here

for export to Japan. The two major mining areas of west-central

Alberta are Grande cache and Luscar. A new town is close to com-

pletion at Grande cache, about 90 miles north-west of Hinton, and

much of the equipment and supplies for that new town came through

or r^/as distributed from Hinton. The Luscar mine is in an area

south-east of the study region which has for years been known as

the Coalbranch. At present there is little or no accommodation for
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mine workers at Luscar and they are therefore transported via

each day from and home to Hinton (approximately 40 miles).

The canadian National Railway carries coal from the coalbranch

to the tornrnsite of Brule where these car loads of coal meet with

others brought from Grande Cache via the Alberta Northern Resources

Railway. Here at Brule, *unitrrcoal trains are made up which will
pass through the Rocky Mountains and on to the west coast where

ships will carry the coal to Japan.

There seems 1íttle likelihood that coal miníng. wí11 again

take place in the study region, however, this activity in surroun-

díng areas does affect this study region.

(ii) oif and Gas

The oil and gas industry has been active in several ways within

the study region for over a decade.

Firstly, the Transmountaín pipeline from Edmonton to the

west coasÈ passes through t.he study region.

Secondly, oi1 and gas exploraËion has been

for quite some time. Trees and brush are downed

linert along which seismic testing takes place in

of oil and, especially Ín this region, of gas.

now criss-cross almosE the entire region.

goíng on here

to form a ttcut-

search of pockets

These cuÈ-lines

Finally, some drilting has taken place and it appears onry

a rnatter of time before gas T¡rells will be quite common t.hroughout
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much of the region.

The drÍllíng and even the exploration do not consume much

actual land area and are usually only temporary uses of land.

These activíties do, however, affect and influence other more per-

manent land uses. The trees and brush downed in making cut-lines

Ís often good quality timber which is rarely sarvaged for use.

This ís of immediate concern to NWPP since the timber destroyed

is likely on their leased lands. compensation Ís often in the form

of a cash settlement. Hydrogen sulphide (Hzs)r a poísonous gas,

is common to many of the wells drilled in or near the study region.

No human activity can take place safely in close proximity to a

gas \¡re11 giving off this'rsour't gas. An expanded market for sul-

phur might. make ít feasible to salvage the gas, H2s, and convert

Ít Ëo sulphur. rn lieu of this, ít appears that some other tech-

nological devise must be used to. reduce this hazard.

?here are several other minor activitíes being carried out

in the study region, however, all of the major ones have been

Íncluded in the above discussion.

The following chart

groups likely to affect

expresses the present and future interest

land use activity in the study region.
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Salient Interest
Groups

ImprovemenË Dis-
Ërict 14 (similar
to Rural Munici-
pality)

Existing Land Use
Commitment

North Western
Pulp and Power

níl, however the
whole of the study
region is withín
the jurisdiction
of this I.D.

Summer Cott,agers

approx. 1700 leas-
ed quarter-sec-
t íons

Aspirations (future land use needs and desires)

- a desire
required
the most

Tornm counci 1

of Hinton

approx.2 leased
and owned quarter-
sect ions

to control development such that the
for all land uses can be constructed
efficient and safe manner possible

the companies lease area extends will beyond the study region

no desire to extend leased land within the region

approx. 25 paten-
t.ed quarter-sec-
tions in town
boundary

the company
agencies in
which might

Lands Branch records names of those desiring sunìmer cottages
on crornrn land and there are close to 275 names of persons desirÍng
such lots in the study region

the majority of potent.ial summer ,cottagers have expressed a desire
for lots on or near Gregg Lake

has expressed a desire Ëo cooperate with government
Ínvestigating locations within t,heir lease area
best be suited. for recreational development

interested in any form of development which would result in an
increase in population and/or economic activity for the region
and especially for the t,own

( cont t d)

municipal services
and maintained in
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Resource Analysis:

Generally, thj.s analysis índicated that the regionts resour-

ces might be categorized as follows:

- Commercial forestry

- Private and public recreatiorì including tourism plus fish
and rvi ld1ife

Grazíng of cattle and horses (to a limited extent)

- Natural gas and some oÍ1

- Coal (to a limiËed exrent)

Prospective Land Uses:

ïn vÍew of the existÍng activities, the resource analysis and

the investígatÍon of sa1íent interest grollps, the followíng land

uses can be expected to be desiring location within lhe study region:
These categories of land use are those which have been identified

by the Provinciar Planníng Branch, however the list courd be ex-

tended or diminished if conditions lrrere to change.

( l) Country residentÍal development

(2) Summer cottage development

(g) Pu¡i.íc parks and recreation :

(4) Commercial forestry

These are broad categories of land use and consequently the

supply of land for each will be somewhat generalized. Further

analysis on a more detailed basis will be necessary to determine

exact type of land use and the possibilitÍes of multiple use of

land by compatible land uses.
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Environmental Críteria:

With Lhe aid of the ínformation obtained during the resource

analysis, (see Appendix A), experts on land use and envíronmental

sui-tabílity have decided which quarter-secrÍons are physically

suired to each of the four prospecËive land uses. Maps 7, Br 9

and 10 are hand drawn representations of the results obtained

from S1îIAP runs. The overlays indicate the infrastrucËure neces-

sary for each of the prospectíve uses and they allorv one to deter-

mr'ne those sites suited both physíca1ly and infrastructurally to

each use-Ì. They also enable one to distÍnguísh quarter-sections

which though physically suited, are not Ínfrastructurally suited

to the prospectÍve uses. consequently a generar groupíng or ran-

king of quarter-sections, according to attractability, is possíb1e.

* commercial forestry has no overlay since roads are al1 that
Ís required for this activity and the region is well criss-crossed
wÍth seasonal roads built for this purpose by North l^Iestern pulp
and Power.

EeonomÍc Criteria:

The author has attempted to quantify the volume of human

satisfaction (as earlier defined) fitefy to result from each of the

four prospective land uses. If more accurate measures of the aspects con-

siderecì here become knorvn or Íf other aspccts are included, they

could be accomodated in a similar structure to thaL rvhich follows

on page 140.











(a) volume of human sa.tisfacti.on 1ike1y to accrue to the useof land for country residential development.

Assuming people are rcilling to pay $7OO. per acÌ-e for
rand suited to this use which is rocated within J nrires
of Hinton and can easiry be serviced by power al.rd. tere-phone, and that*the average size of the site would be
about 1O acres:

/OOx10=

Further, if this sum were
amortized over 20 years:

/OOO x "Ol¡ +

(average interest)

7m"

$7ooo. per site

borrowecì at 8g6 interest and

TOOO
zo - $630. /site/year

(amount of principal)

The average quarter-section physically suited.to this use
in this area'rqould likely yield J such sites.09

Therefore:
63o x 5 = #3I5o" /quarter-section/year

is the totar volume of human satisfaction (as defined in thisthesis) likely to accrue to land used for this purpose.

xThe assumptions made
interviews with real
the existing country
Torrn of Hinton"

here rvere derived from personal
estate companies and from the
residents in the area arouncl the

6q' The Peers lrtritecotrrt Land Us"_ttrdy (tgZO) carried
orrt planning Branch Research
section discovered that five sites per quarter-section
r'¡as a rearistic number for the t¡rpe of physical environ-
nrent encountered in ttreir study area rr'hich in turn is
very símilar to the regi.on being considered in this
thesi s.
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(¡) Votume of human satisfaction likely to accrue to the use
of land for summer cottage developrnent.

Assume an average cost per lot or $3oo.70

Joo x .oA + # = $43 . /tot/year20

Assume JO lots per quarter-section
43 x 5o = 92150 /quarLer-section/year

AIso assume that each surruner cottager makes J trips per year
to his cottage (Z5O mites from Ed.monton where the demand
is greatest) " The amount per quarter-section per year
accruing to transportation might be

JOO miles x J trips = 25OO miles
@2O miles/SaL. = !25 gallons
@5oø/gar. = 62.5o per cottager per year or
62.5o x 5o = #3L25./quarter-sectíon/year

Therefore the total human satisfaction (as defined in this
thesis) likely to be derived from the use cf land for this
purpose might be

2t5O + 3725 = #5275. /quarter-section/year.

(c) Human satisfaction likely to be derived from the use of land
for commercial forestry (pulprvood production).

Assuming the tof4l cost of producing pulp from one cord of
wood is #t7"7O. '* -A,lso assume 20 cords per acre average yield
or 20 x 160 = 32OO cords per quarter-sectíon. Finally assune
it takes BO years before the trees may be harvested again,
the volume of human satisfaction (as defined in this thesis)
per quarter-section per year derived from this form of

- comrnercial forestry might be

32oo-x 77'79 
= g96.oo per quarter-section/year.

Bo

(a) Uuman satisfaction likely to be derived from the use of l-ands
for public parks and recreation areas rsiIl no-b be attempted
here however Appendix C indicates the type of economic analysis j

which could be carried out for the study region"

TOtnir is the average price per lot in the Gregg Lake Subdivision

.74GcutherierJ. (1961) Ifestern ls¡res:! Industry an economic _outlook
The John Hopkins Press, Balti¡nore" p.115,
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For the purpose of this ihesis, the use of 1a¡rd for pubric

parks and recreation will be a-ssumed to produce a greater volume

of human satisfaction than purprvood production and country res-

idential development but less than summer cottage development.

Ranking of Prospectíve Land Uses:

The ranking below indícates the prospectÍve use (top) which

wÍ11 lÍkely produce the largest volume of human satÍsfaction per

quarter-section per year dor"n to the use likely to produce the

leasË volume (bottom)

(1) Summer Cottage Development

(Z) PuUfic parks and Recreation

(S) Country Resídential Development

(4) Commercial Forestry (pulpwood producti.on)

This ranking will attempt to ensure that the conflict bet-

ween competing land uses can be resolved according to the econ-

omic rational e>rplained in this thesis.

t

Two factors pervacle the creative thinking required at this

stage of the model. One is time and the other might be termecl

concept. The time factor is often handled by what is referred to

as staging. For example, stage one of a developerrs plan might

be to assemble the land, stage two involves cleari'g the site, etc.
For the purpose of thÍs thesis, any staging ,,,ou1cl be moving torvards
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the objective of ensuring that land was being used for the highest

and best uses rvhich can be determined from the precedinç¡ analysis.

In this respect, there are probably only two alternatives. In

other rvords, land might be held in its natural state as a re-

serve untíl such time as the híghest and best use is ready

land to a lesser land use until the highest and best use is ready

to be put into effect.

The concept factor refers to the ways in which control can

be exercísed" For example, large scale zoning, çompulsor:y gl:een

belts, spot zoning, development controls etc. are all different

concepts which could be used in conjunction with the staging or

tÍme factor in developing alternative plans.

Trvo combinations of these factors have been assembled here

and constitute two possible alternatÍve plans to guide land use

decísíon-making for Ëhe study region"

Alternatíve L:

This alternative Íncorporates the reserve method for coping

with the tíme factor. ft also suggests large scale zoning and a

system of green belts for l{ighway 16 and for Brule Lake and the

Athabasca Rír,rer.

Alternative fT:

This alternative suggests areas presently suited to the various

land uses both in terms of suitability and available infrastructure.
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The lease method of staging is therefore to be understood for

this altemative" The co¡rcept might l¡est l¡e described as spot

zoníng or may be simply considered as developrnent control

(eresuring that the ttbestrr for¡n of developrnent is located in the

ttbestrr Iocatj"on)

Further combinations of the time and concept factors could

quite easily result in any number of alternatíves. Evaluation of

these alternatives woulìl be the 
:ext 

step in the planning process

and a sËep which must be of a polÍtícal nature. A planner evalu-

ating his own plan does not appear to the author to be a good

situation at all. Those who are to be affect,ed by the plan and

those who will be responsible for administering it must be the ones

who do the evaluating" Once a suitable alternative has been decided

upon, reconunendations for action must be made to ensure the plan

is carried out. Finally, consLant monítoring and review must take

place to ensure that the controls and the plan remain realistic

and ín line wÍth the original goals.
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Conc lus ion:

The theory investígated in thís thesis was purposely biased

in scope. A systems view of the physical envíronment and planning

as a process was the framework within which the author chose to

work. The model developed and the crÍteria selected constitute

the major effort of the thesis and since they represent many of

the authorts personal views, Ëhey are most vulnerable Ëo criticism.

The evolution of conservatíon and development províded the

background for arriving at t.he environmental criteria. These

criteria, based upon íntrinsic suÍtabílíty, could have been consi-

dered under a broader set of economíc criteria. The auËhorrs

limited knowledge of economics, however, necessitated as simple

a set of economic criteria as possíble.

Both sets of criteria became crucial decísion-making poínts

in the model developed here. The model stressed the importance of

the three systems which influence or should influence land use cle-

cisÍons. These three systems - social, economic and environmental -

were portrayed in the model structure and theír interrelatÍonships

were investigated.

The ¡node1 structure which was proposed here hopefurly

appreciation for some of the factors involved in rand use

indicates an

decision-making "

When used, the model demonstrated horv alternatives might be developed.

Because of the systematic approach to decision-makíng inherent Ín

the model, any decision can be justífied thereby reducing arbit-
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rariness. Further, the cyclical nature of the planning process,

into rvtrich the moder fits, ensures constant updating and revierr¡.

The testing of the model indicated sorne of the specific

factors and systems rvhich the author feels must be considered

in making lanci use decisions" rt is hoped that reading flris

thesís will benefit others as much as the writing of benefitted

the author. The main value of this thesis is the atternpt macle

to order the chosen land use influences and the suggestíons

offered as to horv these influences might be controlled to result

in a better basis for decision-making regard.ing disposition

of Crown land.
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SUT\AMARY OF DATA TYPE AND SOURCE

Brockets represent the vroy they ore listed on somple doto sheet irnrnedìotely ltollowirrr¡.

DATA SOURCE

(l) Soil Copobility for Agriculture Alberrq Soil Surve¡,
(Ag. Cop.) Reseorch Council of l'.ihcricr

Unïversity of Alberiq

Ø Lond Copobility for Forestry Lond Clossificotion Section
(F. Cop.) Forest Lond Use B¡'onch

Albertq Forest Service
Deportmenl of Lcnds & ForesÌs

(3) Present Lc¡nd Use Technìcol Division
(P.L. Use) Deportment of Londs & Foresïs

(4) Lcnd Copol.iiily for Wildlîfe-,Ungulcrtes Fîsh & W¡lClife Division
(u . Cop.) Deportnrent o{ L.cnCs 8, Foresf:

(5) Lond Co¡.rcibilîty for \\¡ilciíife-\4/oierfowl Conodian Wilcilifr: Ser-r,ici",
(W. Cop.) Deç,artrnent of lnCîon Affoirs 8,

Nortlrern Deve I opnrer-r I

(Governrnent of Ccnodcr)

(ó) Density of Forest Cover Alber-ïo Foresi Service
(Derrsiiy) Deportment ol' l-onds & Fc,resls

(7) Specïes of Foresi Cover Albertq Forest Service
(Species (F)) Deportment cf Londs &. i:or.-.sis

(8) Lqncl Dispcsition Lcrno.s Divìsion
(Disp.) Deporiment of Lcnds & For-ests

(9) Minerols Deportment of Mines & À/linerrols
(Minercls)

(ì0) Recreetior: Fc:cilities Poi'ks Plcnrring B:'cirrcli
(Rec. I-.) Provinc:i.rl Pc;iks Division

D)e¡rcrrtrnent cf Lor,ds & Forests



(l l) Soil Group
(12) Subsoil
(13) l'exture
(.l4) Toposrophy
(15) Storres

DATA
160.

SOURCE

(Soil Gp.)
(Subso il)
(Texture)
(Topos)
(Stones)

(ló) Miscelloneous Acres (Misc.)

(17) Lond Copobility for Outcoor Recreotion Porks Plonning Bronch
(Rec. Cop.) Provinciol Porl<s Division

Deportment of Londs & Forests

(lB) Finol Percenfoge (Finol %)
(l 9) Aroble Acres (Aroble A .) ,

(20) Postur.e Acres (posture A.') Field Service Bronclr

(21) Buslr Acres iBush A.) Deportrttent of Murricipol Affoirs

Q2) Lcnd Velue (Lond V.)

Q3) S¡rolt Fish Copr:bility (Sport Fish)

(24) Wotershed Proiection Areos

flMoter Res.)

Q5) Highrvcy Locotion (Hwy. Loc.)

Q6) Te¡'rcin Roughncss (T .R.)

Q7) Soils Subgioup
(28) Soils Mopping Unit
(2?) S<.,ils Series
(30) gsiie {r:pogrophy
(31) Soils Sfoncs
(32) Soils Droinoge
(33) Soils Depih ol N:in confc'rming Loyer

(34) Scene'ry Clossificotion (Scenery)

Field Service Blonch
Deportment of Municipol Afl'qirs

Fislr onci Wilo'life Division
Deporf;neni of !-onds 8r Forests

Woter Resources Di vision
The Deportment of the Envi¡'onrrrenl

Provinciol Plcnnìng Br-onch

Depciiment of Mu¡r icipril Aiic:irs

Provirrciol Plonning Br crr'¡ch

Depor'lnrerii of Mun icipcrl Affoirs

Soils Dii,ision
Reseorclr Councíl c.f Alberto

Prc,vinciol Pl onning Br-oncir

Deporlrnent of À4urricipol .1tif,,ri¡'s
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GOVTRNMTNT Oi, T}IË PROVjI{CT oF ALTJLRIA

Deportment of Lo:rds ond Forests
163.

MINIMUM SPECIFICAT]ONS FOR CABINS OR COTTAGIS

¡1 is not thc purpo:e ol fhe¡,e rpecificotions, to irnpo-"e ony haril:!rip uprrn pc:-rons r::.ccting
buildingi v¿ithin pi'ovinciol subdivisions but merely to prevent thc developmenf 

'of 
shocks oncJ brrildingi

thct wíll be cietrime'ltcl to the Ðppeürorìce oí the ¡ubdivision,

fQ_riN_pal.i9)j..

FLOOR JOISTS.

To be of concrefe, mo:'iored brick, stone, or cement bloc[. cor:,trucf ion,
either coniinuous fcoting or suf{icieri pílio: iupport,

The following tobie indicotes the moximum cleor spcn for floor ioi;ts singIe
bridging 

"

DIMENSIO\I SPRUCT

12" o^c.16" o,c^ 20" o,c" 24" o.c.
frlR

12" o.c, ló" o ,c , 20" o.c,24" o,c.

2" x6"
2ÍxBil
2'r x l0rl

912
13,4

ló' 10"

Spon 8' SVan 7' l" Spon'ó'ó" Spen

" 12, I I lr2¡r [ 1014'r r¡

r l5r2:¡n 1412| " l3r u

9'4 Spun 8'8" Spon
12'8" 'r lì¡ll'r I
ló' r' I5r I'r I

ll' Spon l0' Spon

l5l rr l317rl'
19'," l7t4t t

FLOOR SPACõ:

S,LtESMli-Ç'
ROOF:

c{lMflËf:"

v[llllpo_wS_¡

DOQBS:

EXTERIOR FiN!SH,

LG]J_O-N_qF
BUILDING LOI:

PLANS-:

A minimum of 300 Jqùüre feetexciusive of veio¡lduir oreo,

Minimum studding - 2" x 4t' x 8r - ìó" o.c,

Gable or cottoge lype oaly, unless per.mission oL,toinecJ from the
Department fo con:truct o buÌlding, hcving o sloped or flot roof, To
be finished r¡,,ith eìrher usphcft or cedrr.shingles" Cedoi"shingles to
be pcinted or stttíncd (''oiied osphcit roofing on cìepcrtmentol opproved
flof roof only),

Ëither brick, cenient block, metul q:;besros, selkirk, or such other type
of chimney opprovc.d by'ihe Depc:.trnenl" To be 2" f¡-om oil wcodwork
for fire piotecfioir 'or,ci prevention"

'Io contgin o totol oreu of nof lesl. ihqn l0 percent of the floo¡- spuce"

Eoch cobin ol cotf<;ge sholl contoin q front ond reor entronce for reosons
of heolth, ond fire p.oiecf ion, unless the building is specificolly designed
where o side ent:'onc. oly.will suffice"

To be of some recogr"ìized buirc,ing sidíng, either monufoctured wooc,moteriol, ospholf or osl¡estos. ln the 
"oìe 

of wooc, produciro-U"
poinfed or vornished.

The building sholl be set [¡ock not ress trron fwenfy feef fronr the frontboundory of the loi ond the disfonce befween the buird;ng onJ 
"ith",side boundory of rhe ror musr noi be ress rhon r0%.f ;h;ïJth of th"lot. On loke-front lots fhe buílclíng sholl lre so situoied os to hove

íts greotest dimensions focing the lJe (unless ofhor;r;o;rJ'cd tryflre Depor:tment) orrd due regÁrd,rrt Uu giu"n to cottcrges on eitlrcrside of the lot so qs not to obstruct theirìiew.

One copy of the floor Olon-r,ol o proper opplicof ion forrn, slrovring olldimensions musf be fi le¿ witn th" 'D;p;;rent, 
oncl construction musrnof stort until the plon hos buen opproued by the,"iJ O"p"rrr""r.

. An esf irnoted cosf of the builcling rnust bc aiven;

I . cost of rnoteriols

2, cost of lobou¡..

COSTS:
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SUI,4ì,fÀRY

I . Tota1 expenditure by day visitors, and campers is esti:nated at $56,920 in

1971 and increases to $413,400 in 1990.

2" Capital construction costs of the park are estimated at $338,000 in the

years prior to and including I97I.

3. Direct personal income as a result of local purchases and parks branch

l¡ages is estimated to be in the order of $20,000 in l-97I and $100,600 in

. 1990.

4" Wages as a resul-t of capitaì- expenditures in the park are estimated to be

$50,700 in years prior to and including 1971.

5. The income muJ-tipJ-ier is approximately I.18 which means that for every

dollar of direct incorne $1.18 will be contributed to the total income

of the area"

6" The total contribution to the personal income of the area is approximately

$84,000 in the years prior to and inclucling 197]. Às mentioned previously

the major portion of this income is derived in the construction of the

park.

7. In the years following 1971 the total contribution to personal income is

approximately $26,OOO (LW2) and increases to about $Ìl-9,00O by 1990.

8. The input to the region is estimated to be 5 man years of labour ín 1972

and increases to 9 man years by 1990 (one man year is the eguivalent of

200 working days. )
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TABLE 1

EXPECTED VISTTATION TO ASSESSTPPT PARK

(VISTTOR DAYS)

Day Visitors Campers

1971

l.972

1973

r974

1975

L976

L977

reiB

I979

1980

1985

I990

10, 5o0

11,340

L2,25O

13,225

14,28O

L5,425

16,660

IB, OOO

19,400

20,ggo

30, 800

45,300

9,500

10, 250

11,000

rr,915

12,925

13,960

15,100

L6,28O

17, 580

19,000

27 ,9OO

41,000

I) Includes out of province visitors as welL as

residents. (2Oz of visits by out of province

visitors).

2') Average annual increase is estimated at 8e".
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TABLE 2

EXPENDITURES TN IMPACT AREA

Day Visitors Campers
Capital
Construction

Total Expenditures
Excluding

CapitaÌ Costs

1971_

I972

1973

r974

19?5

t976

t977

1978

L979

1900

1985

1990

$ 20,160

22,38O

24,84O

27,57O

30,600

33 r 900

37,7OO

41,850

46 t45O

51,570

86,900

l_46,400

$ 36,760 S338,00O

40,800

45,300

50,300

55,800

61,9OO

68,800

76, 300

¡'

84,7OO

94, 000

L58,500

267,0OO

$ 56,920

63, lB0

70,I4O

t. 77,g7o
I

86,400

95,8O0

106,500

11à,150

r31,l_50

L45,57O

245 ,4OO

413,400

1)

2)

Expenditr:.res increase @ l-l-q" to account for increase in
visitation plus increase in cost of J-iving

Initial Expenditures are: DAY VISITORS: $1.I0 per
visitor day in park and $1.92 ir, "ll of impact area.

CAI'ÍPER VISITORjS z 52.2L
per visitor day in park and a total- of $3.87 in al-1.
of impact area.

Capital construction in years prior to and incJ-uding
I97I has all been incl-uded in 1971.

3)
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TABLE 4

INCOME MULTIPLTER

30 ,42O

32,6'7O

$7O,29O

170.

Parks Branch Salaries and Wages

Re-Spent (60ø" of $12, O0O) 
t 

$ 7 t2OO

Wages Earned in Construction

of Park (60% of e"50,700)

PlUs NET PURCHÀSES

Total NET PURCHÂSES

ì'Transfer Palments out of circulation
a) 209" tax rate
b) 5ø" saving
c) 15% exported income

Of the $7O,2902

C.YCLE l: 25% goes to wages, salaries and proprietors. $171570

60% of $17,570 is re-spent in impact area or

$10,540.

Of the $10,540:

CYCLE 2:

258 goes to wages, .salaries and propri_etors. 21635

609" of $2,635 is re-spent in impact area or

$1, 580 "

Of the $1,580:

CYCLE 3:

25È goes to wages, salaries and proprietors. 395

608 is re-spent in the impact area or 5237.



17t"Of the $237 z

CYCLE 4:

258 goes to wages, salaries and proprietors"

P1us Parks Branch

$ 20, 660

Wages and wages earned in construction of park 62,700

TOTAI COI'ITRIBTION TO PERSONAï, INCOME ttt,r-

Income MuJ-tiplier $83,360 = 1.18
$ 70 ,9oo

60
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TABLE 5

TOTAL CONTRTBUTTON TO PERSONAI INCOME

Direct Personal-
Income to
Impact Area

fncome
Multiplier

Total Contribution
To Personal Income

. #ofMan
Average Years or
Income Labour

1971

L972

L973

L974

t975

I976

I977

1978

L979

1980

198s

1990

$ 70,9oo

2L,9OO

23,730

25,740

27 ,955

30,400

33,100

36,100

39,300

42,9OO

67,4oO

1,00,600

1. 18

1. r8

1. 18

1. 18

I. 18

1.18

t. rB

1. L8

I.1_8

I. IB

I. r8

1.18

$ 83,660

25,B4O

28r 000

30, 400

33,000

35,900

39, 000

42 t600

46 ,4OO

50,600

79, 500

118, 700

$ 5,400

5,700

6r000

6, 3Ob

6,600

6,900

7 r2OO

7,600

B, O00

9r400

]0, 700

13, 600

15

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

7

9

r) Average annual income = average income per worker. Estimated at

$5,400 i¡l l-971- with annual increase of 5e".

Man year of La_bour - one man for one year.2)

3) The number of man years of Labour represents the

to the area and does not specificaì_Iy imply that

índividual-s are to receive the income. It will

thousands of individual_s.

total avail-able input

a designated number of

ínfact be dispersed among


